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LESSON 1

To travel is to live  
What is the longest journey you have ever made?
Do you ever take a trip to the beach in winter?
Would you like to go on a voyage into space?
What part of travelling do you enjoy most?
Do you remember an enjoyable excursion at school?
What kind of view do you have from your bedroom?
 - What would be your ideal view?
What kind of sights can tourists see in your city?
How much is the bus fare to the city?
How much is the average concert ticket?
What is the entrance fee at the local cinema?
 - What about on Wednesdays?
Have you ever missed a plane?
What would you do if you lost your phone?
Do you stay here after the lesson?
What is the easiest way to book a hotel?
How many trips do you take to the city centre a month?
Have you ever travelled to a different country by train? 

JOURNEY   TRIP
viaje / travesía   viaje (corto)

VOYAGE   TRAVEL
viaje (epico..)   viajar

EXCURSION   VIEW
excursión   vista

SIGHT    FARE
vista    tarifa (bus..)

TICKET    FEE
billete / entrada   entrada (precio)

MISS    LOSE
perder (avión..)   perder (llaves..)

STAY    BOOK
quedarse / hospedarse  reservar

CATCH UP WITH  PICK UP  DROP OFF
ponerse al día   recoger a alg.  dejar a alg.

KEEP UP WITH  GO AWAY  SET OFF/OUT
mantenerse con   irse (vacaciones..) empezar (un viaje)

TAKE OFF   CHECK IN   CHECK OUT
despegar (avión / negocio) registrar entrada (hotel) dejar habitación / verificar

If you miss a lesson, how do you catch up with your classmates?
When was the last time you dropped someone off at the airport?
Who picks you up after the lesson?
Could you keep up with a horse that is running?
How often do you go away a year?
Are you keen on setting off early when you go on a long journey?
How many planes do you think take off from your local airport a day?
What documentation do you have to show when you check in at a hotel?
What time do you have to check out of a hotel?
Are you keen on checking out the new Iphones? 

PHRASAL VERBS

VOCABULARY
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What is the maximum time you would commute for 
your dream job?
Where do you stand to wait for a train?
How much hand luggage can you take on a plane?
How long before the flight do you have to be at the 
gate?
What is rush hour?
What are the different members of the crew on a plane?
In which places can you find escalators?
What can’t you board a plane with?
Has an airline ever lost your suitcase?
Do you prefer a wing or an aisle seat?
Where do you put money when you park in a blue area?
What sort of accommodation is the least expensive?
When can you unfasten your safety belt in a plane?
How many crew are on board a cruise ship?
How long do you have to wait for your baggage to arrive 
after a flight? 

Do you have any arrangements for this weekend?  What kind of films have worldwide success?
What do you always do on arrivial here?   Can you think of an unihabitable place?
When do your eyes widen?     
What kind of fruits are not widely available in this area?
How does your language differ from English?
What kind of animals inhabit the forests in this area?
Can you think of a celebrity who is almost unrecognisable now?

VOCABULARY
COMMUTE   PLATFORM
viajar diariamente al trabajo andén

LUGGAGE / BAGGAGE GATE
equipaje   puerta embarque 
  
RUSH HOUR   CREW
hora punto   tripulación

ESCALATOR   BOARD
escalera mecánica  embarcarse

SUITCASE    WING
maleta    ala

AISLE    METER
pasillo (avión..)   contador

ACCOMMODATION  (UN)FASTEN
alojamiento   (des)abrochar

WORD FORMATION

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

(re)arrange arrangement arranged

arrive arrival

widen width wide widely

differ difference different differently

inhabit inhabitant (un)inhabitable

recognise recognition (un)recognisable

world worldwide
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Collocations and phrases
Afraid of doing something  miedo de hacer algo
In advance    por adelantado
Off the top of your head  sin pensar mucho
Go sightseeing   hacer turismo
Go on holiday   irse de vacaciones
To be on your way   estar de camino
Keen to do sth.   tener ganas de hacer algo
Dream about doing sth.   soñar con hacer algo

Are you afraid of flying?
Is it cheaper to book a flight a long time in advance?
Off the top of your head, how many phrasal verbs do you know with look?
Why do people go sightseeing?
Have you ever gone on holiday alone?
 - Would you like to?
Are you keen to have your next meal?
What do you dream about doing one day?
Are you afraid of going to the dentist’s?
Did you pass any other English schools on your way here?
Are there any films you are keen to see?
Do you ever dream about flying like Superman?

Are you in the habit of getting up at dawn?
What sort of animals come out to feed at sunset?
What time of the day are the roads busier by far?
Have you ever travelled to an island by means of a ferry?
Do you have anything for sale at the moment?
What is a popular place to find cars for hire?
Are you always able to do your homework in time for the next lesson?
Are you the sort of person who tries to arrive on time? 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
AT DAWN   AT SUNSET
al amanecer   al atardecer

BY FAR    BY MEANS OF
con diferencia  por medio de

FOR SALE   FOR HIRE
en venta   en alquiler

IN TIME   ON TIME
a tiempo   puntual
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Travellers seeking a personal touch would do well to consider (1) ............................. at a local bed and breakfast 

(B&B).B&Bs "are more intimate, with much more personal attention," says Sharon Scruggs, who operates the 

Fife and Drum Inn with her husband, Billy. Both are lifetime residents of Williamsburg, Virginia, and provide a 

unique and in-depth perspective on the history of the area for their guests.

The bed-and-breakfast experience (2) ............................ many other benefits beyond what travellers find in a 

chain- hotel setting.

Many bed and breakfasts are historic properties, often located in the center of scenic areas.The Fife and Drum Inn 

has been part of Sharon’s family for generations. The building was constructed in 1933 by her grandfather and is a 

short walk to the hustle and bustle of the (3) ............................ Grand Plaza where you can find abundant restau-

rants and bars with sunny terraces and waiters anxiously trying to tempt passing tourists with a platter of freshly 

caught fish.

Part of the charm of a bed and breakfast is the uniqueness; art décor and food are integrated to create a complete 

experience. For example, the Fife and Drum retains the Victorian (4) ............................ of the area in all its guest 

rooms. Special features include antique furnishings, elegant four poster beds and marble-floored bathrooms with 

brass fittings

Bed and breakfasts generally offer a much more (5) ............................ selection of breakfasts including homemade 

bread, bacon and sausages from local butchers together with fresh fruit juices and tea or coffee; the perfect option 

to fuel a day of sightseeing. 

Not only (6) ............................ visitors to a bed and breakfast get a unique perspective of the place they are 

visiting, but they also have options for special packages not available in other hotel settings. Bed and breakfasts 

can partner easily with local businesses for smoothly organized and (7) ............................ personalized experien-

ces.The Fife and Drum Inn offers options such as the Historic Triangle Package that includes three nights at the 

Inn, breakfasts, and admissions to historic Williamsburg, Jamestown, and Yorktown. Bed and breakfasts also lend 

themselves to romance; helpful hosts can design guest (8) ............................ built around proposals, anniversaries 

or just a special getaway.

1 A to stay  B stay  C staying  D stayed

2 A gives  B offers  C shows  D donates

3 A lively  B alive  C living  D awake

4 A motive  B purpose C look  D feel

5 A indigenous B  district  C limited  D territorial

6 A the  B do  C these  D does

7 A deeply  B widely  C highly  D plenty

8 A containers B parcels  C kits  D packages

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze



WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS

Do you come to the class accompanied by anyone?
Who do you put the blame on for global warming?
What does a healthy lifestyle consist of?
When does your local church or cathedral date back to?
How much effort do you put into learning English?
Which social media apps are you most familiar with?
Have you heard about any political scandals recently?
Do you hear from your family members on your birthday?
Have you heard of Winston Churchill?
How can you make a good impression on an interviewer?
Are you named after anyone in your family?
What sort of things do you long for when you are away from home?
Do you mean to improve your English pronunciation?
Do you ever object to doing your homework?
Does your area take pride in its local cuisine?

ACCOMPANIED BY SB.  (PUT THE) BLAME ON  CONSIST OF 
acompañado por    culpar a alguien    consistir en / componerse de

DATE BACK TO   (PUT) EFFORT INTO STH.  FAMILIAR WITH
datar de / remontarse a   esforzarse    familiarizado

HEAR ABOUT    HEAR FROM    HEAR OF
enterarse de    tener noticias de    saber de

(MAKE AN) IMPRESSION ON SB. NAME AFTER (SB.)   LONG FOR    
causarle una buena impresión a   ponerle el nombre de alguien  ansiar / desear

MEAN TO (DO STH.)   OBJECT TO (DOING STH.)  (TAKE) PRIDE IN (STH.)
tener la intención   oponerse a    enorgullecerse

6
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How many times have you been abroad?
 - When was the last time?
How can you broaden your knowledge of British 
culture?
What is the fastest way to cross the Atlantic Ocean?
What can too much sunbathing lead to?
What can eating too much unhealthy food lead to?
What does a boat need to be able to sail?
Have you ever been stopped by customs?
How can you go across a river?
Would you like to travel across America in a car?
What do people generally do during a gap year?
What kind of facilities do good hotels have?
What sort of amenities does your town have?
What does travel insurance cover?
Would you go on a tour around Spain on a bicycle?
Who discovered America?
What did Neil Armstrong explore?

VOCABULARY
ABROAD   BROADEN
en el extranjero   ampliar

CROSS   LEAD TO
cruzar/enfadado  llevar a 

SAIL    CUSTOMS
navegar/vela   aduana

GO ACROSS   GAP YEAR
ir através de    año sabático

FACILITIES    AMENITIES
instalaciones   servicios 

INSURANCE   TOUR
seguro (viaje..)   visita/recorrido

DISCOVER   EXPLORE
decubrir    explorar

A 'mockumentary' (a portmanteau of mock and documentary) or 'docucomedy' is a type of movie or television 
show depicting fictional events but presented (1) ............................ a documentary.

These productions are often used to analyze or comment (2) ............................  current events and issues by 
using a fictional setting, or to parody the documentary form itself. While mockumentaries are usually comedic, 
pseudo-documentaries are their dramatic equivalents. (3) ............................ , pseudo-documentary should not be 
confused with docudrama, a fictional genre in which dramatic techniques are combined 
(4) ............................  documentary elements to depict real events. Also, docudrama is different from
docufiction; a genre in which documentaries are contaminated with fictional elements.

In (5)..........of their sometimes historical content, mockumentaries often use B roll and talking heads discussing 
past events, or cinéma vérité pieces following people as they go through various events. Examples emerged during 
the 1950s when archival film footage became available. A very early example was a short piece on the "Swiss Spa-
ghetti Harvest" that appeared as an April Fools' prank on the British television program Panorama in 1957.

The term "mockumentary", which originated in the 1960s, was popularized in the mid-1980s when This Is Spinal 
Tap director Rob Reiner used (6) ............................  in interviews to describe that film.

Mockumentaries are often partly or wholly improvised (7) ............................ an unscripted style of acting helps to 
maintain the pretense of reality. Comedic mockumentaries rarely have laugh tracks which can surpress the atmos-
phere, although exceptions (8) ............................  exist.

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 
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 Summer vacation season may be over, but it is never too soon to start planning a Christmas season 
getaway. Christmas in the Caribbean means a stress-free change of scenery with warm weather and a serene 
setting. Calabash Cove, a secluded boutique resort on the island of Saint Lucia, welcomes people of all ages from 

young couples looking to establish their own holiday travel traditions to families looking (1) ............................. 
a unique experience with their children during the festive season.
Visitors to Calabash Cove at Christmas can enjoy discounts of up to 53 percent and the longer you stay, the 

(2) ............................. you save. A stay of seven paid nights or longer includes a complimentary car service to 
meet you at the airport in Saint Lucia. 
The resort’s unconditional all-inclusive package covers all meals including room service and all beverages inclu-

ding premium liquors and a variety of wines from an extensive wine list. An all-inclusive holiday package at Ca-

labash Cove consists (3) ............................. Christmas dinner with ham or turkey, a New Year’s Eve gala dinner, 
and complimentary champagne. New Year’s at Calabash Cove features a stunning fireworks display that can 

(4) ............................. seen from the resort’s restaurant, bar or from the private balconies of the elegant guest 
rooms.
Another reason to consider visiting the Caribbean for Christmas is romance: The holidays are hugely popular for 

proposals and what better place to pop the question (5) ............................. a tropical island? A Caribbean des-
tination is an ideal option to get married too and resorts such as Calabash Cove work with couples to plan the 
perfect ceremony for the bride and groom without forgetting an amazing experience for the wedding guests too. 

(6) .............................Calabash Cove is a superb place for the honeymoon, most newly weds opt for the island 

tour boat trip (7) ............................. includes a not-to-miss visit to the island's former capital Soufriere. 
A boutique resort offers the ultimate setting to recharge your batteries and prepare for the new year. Calabash 

Cove’s Ti Spa treatments including massages, facials and pedicures are a popular way (8) ............................. 
guests to relax. Meanwhile, those who want to burn off stress with exercise can take advantage of the infinity 

pool and cardiovascular fitness center with inspiring ocean views. (9) ............................. addition, Calabash 
Cove staff can help arrange off-site activities, including kayaking, horseback riding, hiking, and diving. 

For more information, visit the official website to discover how you can make the (10) ............................. of a 
Caribbean Christmas that you’ll never forget!

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 
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1. You'd like the baby to stop crying because you're trying to sleep. 
.............................................................................................................................................
2. It's a pity you didn't work harder during the term. 
.............................................................................................................................................
3. You don't like it when Jack leaves the door open.
.............................................................................................................................................
4. You have to work tomorrow but you'd like to stay in bed. 
.............................................................................................................................................
5. You would like people to stop fighting.
.............................................................................................................................................
6. You're sorry you didn't bring your camera.
.............................................................................................................................................
7. It's a pity you can't swim.
.............................................................................................................................................
8. You're sorry you didn't get a ticket for the concert.
.............................................................................................................................................

Wishes about the present, past and future

• Wish / if only + had (+ past participle)= regrets about the past. 

 Eg. I wish I hadn't sold my bicycle. I miss it now.

• Wish / if only + past simple= change a present situation.

 Eg. I wish I knew the answer to this question (now).

• Wish / if only + would = change a future situation (something that implies annoyance)

 Eg. I wish people would be a bit more conscious of the environment.

Grammar:   I wish / If only

What would you say? Use I wish / If only

Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the verb:

1. I wish you .................................... (be/not) so horrible to your brother. He's a really nice person. 
2. I wish the council .................................... (not/demolish) that beautiful old house. I loved it. 
3. If only I .................................... (have) the money to go to Jon's wedding in Canada.
4. I wish I .................................... (not/tell) her she'd put on weight. She hates me now. 
5. I wish you .................................... (not/speak) to your mother like that. It really makes me angry!
6. If only we .................................... (not/buy) an HP printer. The cartridges are so expensive. 
7. I wish Jorge .................................... (not/drive) so fast. I hate it, he's going to kill someone. 
8.   If only we .................................... (find) accommodation in the centre. We wouldn't have to walk so far. 
9.   I wish I .................................... (can) play the piano. This party needs livening up
10. If only my neighbour .................................... (stop) singing in the shower at 7 o'clock in the morning!
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Planning

• Use the task to help you plan but try to avoid copying phrases from the input in Part 1 . Use your own 
words.

Introduction and conclusion

• Effective introductory and concluding paragraphs: 
 In the introduction, state the topic clearly, give a brief outline of the issue, saying why it is important or  
 why people have different opinions about it.
• Do not express your opinion at the beginning of your essay. Develop you essay so that it takes the reader to 

your conclusion.
• Give your opinion in the final paragraph, but try not to repeat something you have already said.

Second and third paragraph
• Structure your argument. - Each new paragraph has one main idea
• Include relevant details to support the main idea: these might include examples (not lists), rhetorical ques-

tions (only one), controversial or surprising statements.

Fourth paragraph
• Develop your own idea related to the text

GENERAL

• DO use a formal register and an objective tone. Use the passive wherever possible. Do not be too emotional.
• Remember to use linking words to organise your ideas and to make it easy for the reader to follow your 
      argument.
• Use complex grammar structures and verb tenses (inversions, subjunctives, fixed expressions..) 
• DO NOT just think about the content; you will be marked on register, cohesion, range of structures, range 

of vocabulary as well as content.
• Allow yourself time to check your grammar,  spelling and punctuation   thoroughly.

EXAM: Writing part 1 (compulsory question) - Essay.
• In this part of the exam you are given an essay title and two clearly linked ideas to the title. You must write an 

essay giving opinions using the ideas and a third idea of your own. 
• You will have to practice using language functions such as evaluating, expressing opinions, hypothesising,    

justifying, persuading and summarising.
• You have 1 hour 20 minutes for two writings. (40 minutes each approx.)
• You must write your essay in 140 - 190 words.
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You must answer this question. Write your answer in 140-190 words in an appropriate style.
• In your English class you have been talking about life in the past, Now, your English teacher has asked you to 

write an essay.
Write an essay using all the notes and give reasons for your points of view.

'Life is better today than it was 100 years ago' Do you agree?

Write about:
1. health
2. entertainment
3. ...(your own idea)

Write your essay. You must use grammatically correct sentences with accurate spelling and punctuation in a style 
appropriate for the situation.

INTRODUCTION
There is a widely held belief
Hay una creencia muy extendida
It is often said that
A menudo se dice que 
It can be argued that
se puede argumentar que

Firstly / In the first place
En primer lugar
Secondly
En segundo lugar
Finally / lastly
Finalmente

LIST IDEAS

However
sin embargo
Although / even though
aunque 
In contrast / whereas
en cambio
Nevertheless
no obstante
In spite of / despite
a pesar de

CONTRAST IDEAS
To
para
In order (not) to / so as (not to)
para (no) 
To avoid (+v-ing)
para evitar
With a view to (do sth.)
con el fin de
With the aim of (doing sth.)
con el fin de

SHOW PURPOSE

In addition / moreover 
además
What is more / besides
además
Furthermore
ademaás
Also / too / as well
también

ADD INFORMATION
Consequently / so
así que 
As a result
como consequencia
Therefore / thus
por lo tanto
That is why / for this reason
por eso

SHOW CONSEQUENCE

In conclusion
para concluir
To sum up / In short
para resumir
All in all
considerándolo todo

CONCLUDE

Because
porque
Since / as
ya que 
Due to / owing to
debido a 

DESCRIBE A CAUSE

In my opinion / in my view
en mi opinion
I believe / feel (that)
yo creo que
As I see it
como yo lo veo
It seems to me
a mi parecer

PERSONAL OPINIONS

USEFUL EXPRESSIONS
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Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is .... and this is my colleague ....
What is your name?
Can I have your mark sheets please?
Thank you.
Where are you from?
First we'd like to know something about you.

Likes and dislikes
How do you like to spend your evenings? Why?
Do you prefer to spend time on your own or with other people? Why?
Tell us about a film you really like.
Do you like cooking? What sort of things?
Do you prefer watching films at home or at the cinema?
What do you like about living in ...?
How do you prefer to travel

Special occasions
Do you normally celebrate special occasions with friends or family? Why?
Tell us about a festival or celebration in ....
What did you do on your last birthday?
Are you going to do anything special this weekend?

Media
How much TV do you watch in a week?
Do you watch more conventional TV or streaming services such as Netflix?
Tell us about a TV programme you've seen recently.
How much time do you spend on social media? What is your favourite platform?
Do you ever listen to the radio? What programmes?

EXAM:  Speaking part 1. - Introductory phase
In the first part of the speaking exam, you have to give information about yourself amd 
express your opinion about various topics.
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You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For questions 1-8, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

1.  You hear a woman talking on her mobile phone about a missing piece of furniture. How does she feel?

 A  irritated with the removals company 

 B  unsure what's happened

 C  anxious to find it quickly

2. You hear two students talking about their current course topic. What do they agree about?

 A    how boring it is 

 B   how difficult it is 

 C  how relevant it is

3. You hear two business people talking about a contract. How does the man feel now?

 A frustrated because of the time wasted

 B surprised about the cancellation of the contract

 C sympathetic towards the other company's problems

4. You hear an artist telling a friend about an art prize he's just won. What is he doing?

 A expressing surprise

 B admitting that he's excited

 C explaining why he thinks he was chosen

5 You overhear a women talking to a friend on her mobile phone. Why is she phoning?

 A to explain a delay

 B to change some plans

 C to make an arrangement

6 You hear a guitarist talking about his profession. What is the purpose of his talk?

 A  to warn about the challenges of becoming a musician 

 B  to give step-by-step guidance on setting up a band

 C  to emphasise the importance of having loyal fans

7 You hear a woman talking to a sales assistant. Why can't she have a refund for her trainers?

 A The receipt is wrong.

 B She is not in the right shop.

 C The trainers are no longer new.

8 You hear a woman talking about a radio chat show. What does she like about the show?

 A The presenter makes her laugh.

 B Information is given in an interesting way.

 C Guests reveal quite a lot about themselves.

EXAM:  Listening part 1.
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People and personality 
Do you ever go out with your colleagues?
Do you always sit next to the same classmates?
Why do people have partners in business?
What are the advantages of having flatmates?
Do you have any acquaintances abroad?
How much milk can you buy with a couple of Euros?
Are your neighbours friendly?
What is a widow?
 - And a black widow?
Do you have any nephews?
What is a niece?
Who is your sister in law?
What plans does a fiancé have?
How many siblings do you have?
What is a stepfather?
What is a godfather?
How long have you known your partner?

VOCABULARY
COLLEAGUES   CLASSMATES
compañeros (trabajo)  compañeros (clase)

PARTNER   FLATMATE
socio / pareja (persona)  compañero (piso)

ACQUAINTANCE  COUPLE
conocido   una pareja / par

NEIGHBOUR   WIDOW(ER)
vecino    viuda(o)

NEPHEW   NIECE
sobrino    sobrina

SISTER-IN-LAW  FIANCÉ(E) 
cuñada    prometido(a)

SIBLING   STEPFATHER
hermano/a   padrasto

Do you get on with your classmates?
Have you ever fallen out with your siblings?
How long does it take you to make up with your parents?
Are you good at making up excuses?
Did you grow up around here?
Tell me someone you look up to!
Why do people look down on other people?
Were you taken aback when Michael Jackson died?
Would you like to settle down in this town?
What do you think is the most difficult stage of bringing up children?

LESSON 2

PHRASAL VERBS
GET ON WITH   FALL OUT WITH MAKE UP
llevarse bien con  pelearse con  reconciliarse/inventar

GROW UP   LOOK UP TO   LOOK DOWN ON
crecer (pers.)   admirar   menospreciar

TO BE TAKEN ABACK SETTLE DOWN BRING UP
sorprendido   sentar la cabeza  criar
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VOCABULARY
What sort of things do kind people do?
What is unpleasant weather in your opinion?
What do thoughtful drivers do?
Can you tell a secret to an untrustworthy person?
What don’t reliable people do?
Can shy people make acquaintances easily?
Do you consider yourself sociable?
Do you feel awkward in a lift with strangers?
What do foolish people do while they are driving?
Do you complain in a restaurant when the service is 
appalling?
What kind of hotels have lousy facilities?
Are reckless drivers thoughtful?
 - What might happen?
Do you ever boast about what you have or what you 
have achieved?

What enables people to see better?    Are honest people untrustworthy?
What kind of abilities does Superman have?   Do you honestly believe in life on other planets?
Where do disabled people park their cars?   How can you befriend a wild animal?
What has been your greatest achievement in life so far?
Do you have a good friendship with your siblings?
What does the expression “sometimes you have to be cruel to be kind” mean?
What don’t polite people do when they are eating?

KIND    (UN)PLEASANT
amable    (des)agradable

THOUGHTFUL   THOUGHTLESS
considerado   desconsiderado  
 
TRUSTWORTHY  RELIABLE
de confianza   fiable

SOCIABLE   SHY
sociable    tímido

AWKWARD   FOOLISH
incómodo / embarazoso  estúpido (adj)

APPALLING   LOUSY
espantoso   pésimo

RECKLESS   BOAST 
imprudente   presumir

WORD FORMATION
VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

enable (dis)ability 
(in)ability

(un)able
disabled

achieve achievement
achiever

achievable

befriend friend
friendship

friendly

kindness (un)kind kindly

politeness (im)polite (im)politely

honesty honest honestly
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 Margaret Macpherson Grant (27 April 1834 – 
14 April 1877) was a Scottish heiress and philanthropist. 
Born in Aberlour parish to a local surgeon, she was 
educated in Hampshire, and was left an only child when 
her elder brother died in India in 1852. Two years later, 
she inherited a large fortune from her uncle, Alexander 
Grant, an Aberlour-born planter and merchant who had 
become rich in Jamaica. Macpherson Grant took up 
residence in Aberlour House, which had been built for her 
uncle by William Robertson. She lived unconventionally 
for a woman of her time, dressing in a manner that one 
newspaper called "manly", and entering into what was 
described as a form of marriage with a female companion, 
Charlotte Temple, whom she had met in London in 1864. 

Macpherson Grant donated generously to charitable 
enterprises, especially those associated with the Scottish 
Episcopal Church, establishing an orphanage (now the 
Aberlour Child Care Trust) and founding St Margaret's 
Episcopal Church in Aberlour. She drank heavily, and 
despite attempts by friends and family members to 
persuade her to stop, she always relapsed into alcoholism.
She made several wills over the course of her life that would 
have left her estate to Temple but, shortly after Temple 
left her to marry a man, Macpherson Grant revoked her 
will; she died intestate five months later aged forty-two. 
Her disinherited former companion sued, and the court 
case that followed determined that the bulk of her fortune 
should go to cousins, who were probably unknown to her.

Margaret Macpherson Grant's parents, Annie and 
Alexander Macpherson lived in Garbity, Banffshire. 
Her father was a local surgeon and her mother, who was 
from the influential Grant family, was thought to have 
married beneath her station.The Macphersons married 
on 30 April 1825 and had their first child, Alexander 
Grant Macpherson, in 1828. Margaret Macpherson 
Grant was later born on 27 April 1834. While she was 
in her teens, Macpherson Grant attended school in 
Hampstead, in north London, studying with Mary Ann 
Stodart, a writer and activist for women's education. 
Her brother travelled to India, where he died in 1852.

Macpherson Grant's uncle on her mother's side was 
Alexander Grant. Originally from Drumfurrich Farm in 
Aberlour parish. 

He had travelled to Jamaica, where he amassed a 
considerable fortune as a planter and merchant. He 
was a slave owner and a member of the Jamaican 
legislature. It is not certain when he returned to 
Britain, but it is thought that he was in London by 
the 1820s and he visited Aberlour in 1829 to attend 
to the burial of his father, the farmer George Grant. 

When slavery was abolished in 1833, Grant benefitted 
from the British government's scheme to compensate 
slave owners, claiming over £24,000 for the loss of his 
slaves and other business assets. He commissioned the 
architect William Robertson to build Aberlour House for 
him, which was completed in 1838. He also had plans 
to buy the farm on which he was born.  Aberlour House 
became his official residence, although it is doubtful 
that he ever actually lived there, and he was still engaged 
in business in London as a West Indies merchant.

Alexander Grant was an absentee landlord who had 
wanted to sell all his assets but the trustees in Jamaica, 
John Meek and Joseph Green, resisted these efforts 
and ignored orders to sell issued by the High Court of 
Chancery. The lawsuits would not be fully resolved until 
1861, by which time Alexander Grant had died, and his 
estates had come into the possession of Macpherson Grant.

At some point in 1875 Harry Farr Yeatman, a retired 
commander of the Royal Navy, visited Aberlour. It is not 
known exactly when he arrived, but in August of that 
year there was a report in the London Standard about 
his success in shooting on Macpherson Grant's land. The 
following December, he and Temple became engaged. 
Macpherson Grant's response to their plans to become 
wedded was mixed. At times, she seemed positive and 
offered to host the wedding at Aberlour House but she 
also showed distress at the prospect of Temple leaving her.

On 11 December 1875, Macpherson Grant had 
to be rescued from a fire at Aberlour House, the 
cause of which was never established. She became 
increasingly bewildered – sometimes believing she 
had rescued her servant from the blaze, while at 
other times thinking she had sustained a head injury.

EXAM: Reading part 5  - Multiple choice 
You are going to read an article about Margaret Macpherson Grant. For questions 1 - 6, choose the answer (A, B, 
C or D) which you think fits best according to the text.

Margaret Macpherson Grant
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1. What do we learn about Margaret in the first paragraph?
     A She only had one child
     B Some of the members of her family were wealthy
     C She was keen on feminine clothes
     D Her uncle built houses

2. Why did Charlotte Temple go to the courts? 
     A Because she wanted to marry a man
     B Because Margaret drank a lot of alcohol
     C Because she wanted to be included in the will
     D Because she didn't know who the cousins were

3. Margaret's parents
     A Are from a different social status
     B Sent their children to different countries
     C  Were in the medical profession
     D Had rich brothers

4. Alexander Grant 
     A Lived in Aberlour House which was built for him
     B Did a good business transaction with the government
     C Stopped doing business with the West Indies when he returned to the UK
     D Went to his hometown due to a family affair

5. How did Margaret feel about the relationship between Temple and Harry
     A She completely approved of it 
     B She was partially fearful of her own loss
     C She encouraged Harry to shoot on her land so that they could see each other
     D She was delighted to celebrate the wedding at her house

6. After the fire 
     A She rescued her servant 
     B Her head hurt
     C Macpherson Grant was confused
     D Macpherson Grant found out how it started
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Do I allow you to eat in class?
Are you allowed to smoke in restaurants?
What kind of weather might prevent you from going to the beach?
Are you in the mood for doing a listening?
Do you think it is a pity we don’t have the Peseta anymore?
What is the opposite of to keep a promise?
When do you make a fuss in a shop?
Do your neighbours ever get on your nerves?
When you go to the cinema is the choice of film always up to you?

Collocations and phrases
Allow sb. to do sth.   permitir que alg. haga algo
Prevent sb. from doing sth.  impedir que alg. haga algo
To be in the mood for doing sth. estar de humor para hacer algo
What a pity    que lástima
Keep a promise   mantener una promesa
To make a fuss   quejarse/montar un escándalo
To get on someone’s nerves  molestar a alguien
It’s up to you    es tu decisión

REPHRASING EXERCISE: 
Rewrite the sentence using between 2 and 5 words including the word given.
Do not change the word given. 
1. It wasn't my intention to wake you up last night.
TO    I .................................................................. wake you up last night.
2. The teacher said it was my fault for not handing in my homework.
ON    The teacher .................................................................. for not handing in my homework.
3. Steve's father was impressed by the performance of the new singer.
ON    The new singer's .................................................................. Steve's father.
4. "I'm not working on Saturdays!" said the shop assistant.
TO    The shop assistant .................................................................. on Saturdays.
5.  My brother is really proud of his new mountain bike
IN    My brother .................................................................. his new mountain bike.
6. The police went with the politician to the meeting as a safety measure.
ACCOMPANIED   The politician ..................................................... to the meeting as a safety measure.
7. Most people really want to start work after finishing their degrees.
KEEN  Most people .................................................................. after finishing their degrees.
8. My brother James has the same name as my grandfather.
AFTER My brother James .................................................................. .
9. Peter is really looking forward to his summer holiday after the third term.
WAIT Peter .................................................................. his summer holiday after the third term.
10. Jane said she didn't know the Lemon shark existed
HAVING   Jane .................................................................. the Lemon shark.

EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 
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Do you know anyone with dreadful handwriting?
What do bossy people tend to do?
What sort of animals are clumsy?
Can you afford to go on holiday whenever you want?
Can you think of an important médical breakthrough?
When are you reluctant to get up in the morning?
How do posh people dress?
Are well off people always posh?
Which tool would be handy if you went camping?
Which nasty smell do you detest?
What makes a house cosy?
What sort of noises bother you?
When do they gather the olives in this country?
When does your whole family gather together?
In which sports do you get filthy?
When was the last time we had dreadful weather?
What is the handiest app. you have on your phone?

The Biggest Brother

VOCABULARY
DREADFUL   BOSSY  
terrible    mandón

CLUMSY   AFFORD
torpe    permitirse  
 
BREAKTHROUGH  RELUCTANT
avance / descubrimiento  reacio

POSH    WELL OFF
pijo    pudiente

HANDY   NASTY
útil    despreciable

COSY    BOTHER
acogedor   molestarse

GATHER   FILTHY 
recoger / juntar   muy sucio

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 

No other reality show has ever witnessed ...................................... success in the 

same way as Big Brother. It was broadcast in 70 countries and had millions of 

people hooked on the real-life, haphazard .................. of ordinary people and their 

emotional rollercoasters during their coexistence. The ......................... of a quarrel 

over who washes up or a new romance is almost guaranteed every night and with over 

8 million ......................... in the UK alone, huge profits were made through product 

placements which caused a revolution in the ...................... industry.

The show has been the subject of severe criticism since its release due to the way 

it humiliates the contestants by showing the best and worst of their personalities 

although it has also ........................... many of them to reach international 

.......................... without having any "real" talent except their own personalities.

It just goes to show that treating people ...................... and losing your temper can be 

another way of making it to the top in the world of show business.

WORLD

LIFE

LIKE

VIEW 

ADVERTISE

ABLE

STAR

POLITE
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PHRASAL VERBS
PUT OFF    CALL OFF  TAKE AFTER
posponer/desalentar  cancelar  parecerse a (familiar)

LOOK FORWARD TO  SHOW OFF  COPE WITH
desear     presumir  hacer frente a 

TURN DOWN   WORK OUT  PUSH IN 
rechazar   solucionar  colarse

What kind of things do you put off doing?
What sort of conversation could put you off your food?
Have you ever called off a doctor’s appointment?
Who do you take after in your family?
Are you looking forward to your next birthday?
How do rappers show off?
Do you think you could cope with living in a cold country like Iceland?
If I offered you a one-way ticket to the moon, would you accept it?
What’s the best way to work out problems between nations?
Do you ever push in at the checkout when you only have a couple of items?

REPHRASING EXERCISE: 
Rewrite the sentence using between 2 and 5 words including the word given. Do not change the word given. 

1.  “Did you eat all your lunch?” Michael said to Jane.
 ASKED
 Michael .............................................................................. eaten all her lunch.
2.  I was really bored by the film last night.
 FOUND
 I .............................................................................. last night.
3.  I can’t wait to go sightseeing in London.
 FORWARD
 I .............................................................................. sightseeing in London.
4.  It was not a good idea for you to refuse that position in Boston.
 DOWN
 You should .............................................................................. that position in Boston.
5.  Mr Jones first came to teach us 2 months ago.
 FOR
 Mr Jones .............................................................................. 2 months now.
6.  While we were going to school, we had an accident.
 WAY
 We .............................................................................. to school when we had an accident.
7.  I hope you were not discouraged by Martin from going to the dinner party.
 PUT
 I hope Martin .............................................................................. going to the dinner party.
8.  “Do you feel like having a curry?” Mark said to his sister.
 MOOD
 Mark asked his sister if she .............................................................................. having a curry.

EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 
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EXAM: Reading part 2  - Gapped Text
You are going to read an article about getting the flu vaccination. Ten words have been removed from the article. 
Think of a word which best fits each gap. 

Why Getting a Flu Shot Makes Sense

 COVID-19 may be in most of the headlines, but flu season has arrived (1) .................. well, and unlike the 
novel coronavirus, there are safe and effective vaccines to reduce the risk of flu."Getting the flu vaccine is especially 
important this year, because of COVID-19," according to the American Heart Association."If you get the flu, you 
(2) ............................ need to be hospitalized, in this time of COVID, in an already overwhelmed healthcare sys-
tem so get your flu shot, avoid getting the flu, and stay out of the hospital." says Eduardo Sanchez, chief medical 
officer for prevention.

C.D.C. recommends annual flu vaccinations for nearly all persons 6 months of age and older. (3).........................., 
some populations are at increased risk (4) ............................. catching the flu and it is especially important for  
these groups to be vaccinated. These include adults aged 65 years and older, young children and pregnant women          
(5) ................................. immune system changes during pregnancy.

Unfortunately, the myth persists that the flu vaccine causes the flu. Not true — the flu vaccine may cause mild side 
effects such as soreness, redness (6) ......................... swelling at the site of the injection that may last a few days 
and maybe even mild, flu-like symptoms that are far less severe than the actual flu.

Getting a flu vaccine is easy and safe and are available in most pharmacies, and through some employers where 
offices have reopened with added precautions such as disinfection protocols and protection screens for 
(7) ....................... worker. 

The sooner you get a flu shot, (8) ............................... sooner you are protected, but it is never too late. A flu shot 
at any point during flu season is better than not being vaccinated at all, according to the CDC.
However, getting a flu shot doesn’t mean not (9) .................................... attention to other healthy habits. Fre-
quent and thorough handwashing, social distancing, and wearing a mask can help reduce the spread of the flu as 
(10) .................................. as COVID-19.
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EXAM:  Listening part 2.
TOP TIPS
You will generally hear two or three possible options for each gap. 
Do not choose the first thing you hear, listen to the intonation and the way other answers are discarded. 
"I wanted to do .... , but in the end I did ....."
Some answers are contained within 'cleft sentences' where the answer is a long way away from the verb.
"What I enjoyed about .... was when everyone who was there wearing a silly hat said ........" 

You will hear a photographer called Ian Gerrard talking about his career. For questions 1-10, complete the 
sentences with a word or short phrase.

Ian Gerrard - Photographer

The subject that Ian studied at university was (1) ...........................................................

Ian did a presentation on (2) ........................................................... as part of his final year.

Ian worked for a (3) ........................................................... in the USA for a year after leaving university.

When he travelled around the USA, Ian chose (4) ............................................... as the theme for his photographs.

Ian says that (5) ........................................................... is the season when he takes the best photographs.

When Ian came back to Britain, he travelled around by (6) ..................................................... taking photographs.

Ian says he was surprised by how few photographers specialise in shots of (7) .................................... communities.

Ian's book will be available in bookshops in (8) ........................................................... next year.

The title of Ian's book is (9) ...........................................................    

Ian has chosen  (10) ........................................................... as the theme for his next tour.
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TOP TIPS

Add a short title to catch the reader's attention. Make sure it is relevant. You can use the one in the question, but it 
is better if you invent on of your own. 

Introduce the topic. Although you don't know the readers personally, you can address them directly and ask them 
a rhetorical question. It helps to involve and engage them.

Divide your article into sections according to the input task; normally 3 or 4 paragraphs.

Develop the ideas in the task input. 
Use a personal or more neutral style, but not formal.
It is important that you show a range of structures.
Give examples (do not list things) where appropriate to bring your article to life.
You can use humour where appropriate.
Give some kind of conclusion in the last paragraph.

EXAM: Writing part 2 Article 140 to 190 words

STARTING OFF...

GIVING YOUR OPINIONDEVELOPING YOUR POINTS

Just imagine..
imagínate ..
Have you ever?
alguna vez has?
How would you feel if..?
¿como te sentirías si..?
Are you one of those people who..?
¿eres una de esas personas que..?
What would life be like if..?
¿cómo sería la vida si..?

To my mind
en mi opinión 
As far as I see it / I can tell
como yo lo veo
If you ask me, 
si quieres mi opinión
In my honest opinion
en mi honesta opinón
According to me
según yo

Let's start with..
empezamos con..
Another advantage of..
otra ventaja de.. 
On top of that, 
encima de eso, 
Cleary there are reasons to believe..
claramente hay motivos para creer que
Don't take my word for it, statistics show..
no tienes que creeme a mi, las estadisticas muestran que..

MAKE IT LIVELY...
I was stangely taken aback when.. 
estaba curiosamente sorprendido cuando..
More importantly, it was something..
más importante, era algo..
It was the most amazing experience..
fue la experiencia más increible..
One thing that really stuck in my mind was..
una cosa que se me quedó en la mente fue.. 
What really struck me as... was...
lo que a mi me pareció... fue...
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ARTICLES WANTED

A day in the city!
We are looking for articles about how a visitor could have a great time in a city in your country in just one 
day.

Write us an article telling us what a visitor can do, what they can see and how they can travel around.

The best articles will be posted on our website.

• You see this announcement on an English-language travel website.

Write your article in 140-190 words.

During times of change, many of us find comfort in simple (1) .............................. like 
eating a great burger. Yet, some of those simple things have been compromised by the dra-
matic changes caused by COVID-19, including the disruption of the animal meat industry. 
Meat plants are closing, causing meat to be (2) .............................. harder to find and its 
prices to rise. 
These issues will be resolved as the pandemic subsides. The animal meat industry will 
recover, and supply chains will be restored (3) .............................. governments give some 
financial support. But right now, you may be asking: What do I do without meat?

Now is the time to try plant-based protein. Made from simple ingredients, plant-based 
meat is as nutritious as it is delicious. And you can find the products in your local super-
market, theres is no need to go (4) .............................. to find healthy alternatives.

It may be argued that (5) .............................. meat protein, plant protein lacks certain 
amino acids and, although this is true, it also contains fibre which is an essential part of a 
healthy digestive system. Some of the most well-known brands on the market have 
(6) .............................. made the change from meat to plant proteins in their processed 
ready meals which is a definite sign of change.

A bodybuilding spokesperson recently claimed that a (7) .............................. in muscle 
mass can be regained as easily with plant protein as with meat protein and that we should 
be looking towards more sustainable sources of essential amino acids. There is also evidence 
of the (8) .............................. effects caused by the low-dose antibiotics administered to 
animals to (9) ............................. them up before they are slaughtered.

The (10) .............................. of time plant proteins need to digest is also shorter so there 
seem to be many reasons for us to stop and think the next time we feel the urge to sink our 
teeth into something that used to walk the earth.

PLEASE

INCREASE

PROVIDE

ELSE

LIKE

SUCCEED

LOSE

HARM
FAT

LONG

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 
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Grammar

1. He can speak Spanish and Italian.
.............................................................................................................................................
2. I didn't do my homework so my teacher got anry
.............................................................................................................................................
3. I didn't know Peter's cat had just died
.............................................................................................................................................
4. I hardly ever swim in winter
.............................................................................................................................................
5. As soon as I phoned him, I knew I had made a mistake
.............................................................................................................................................
6. I had never seen someone playing the piano upside down before
.............................................................................................................................................
7. I don't speak her language so she doesn't understand me
.............................................................................................................................................
8. It is forbidden to speak Spanish in here.
.............................................................................................................................................

It is very common in English, especially formal, to use inversions. 
This means that we put an auxiliary verb before the subject as we do when we form the 
interrogative.
 
Eg. Not only does she sing well, but she can dance like a pro as well!

The verb in this sentence is in the Simple Present third person tense therefore we must use 
the auxiliary verb "does" before the subject. 

Grammar:   Inversions

Change the sentences with a negative adverbial inversion

Here are the most common negative adverb inversions:

1. Not only + aux + subject.... but (also)... Eg. Not only would I like some cake, but I would like some tea too.
2. Rarely/seldom + aux + subject  Eg. Rarely do I visit my home town any more.
3. Never + aux + subject   Eg. Never have I seen such an ugly building!
4. Little + aux + subject   Eg. Little did I know, there was a policeman standing behind me.
5. No sooner + aux + subject ... than ... Eg. No sooner had I arrived than I realised I had lost my phone.
6. On no account + aux + subject  Eg. On no account are you allowed to smoke on the premesis.
7. Under no circumstances + aux + subject Eg. Under no circumstances can you borrow my new car.
8. In no way + aux + subject   Eg. In no way should young children be exposed to such violence.

We can also replace "if" with an inversion to make our conditional sentences more formal or emphatic:

Type 1: Should you want to see him, please make an appointment.
Type 2: Were you to leave earlier, you would be there in time for the start of the conference.
Type 3: Had the witness not come forward, the accused would have surely been found guilty.
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What kind of amenities do we take for granted in developed societies?
Could you do with a coffee now?
If you raced a Ursain Bolt, who is bound to win?
How do you take advantage of the long summer days?
Are you making the most of this course?
Would you like to have a go at hang-gliding?
Have you made up your mind what you want to do on your next birthday?
Would you like to buy my phone?
 - And if I say for 1€, would you change your mind?

WRITING A STORY

Where do you start if you want (1) .... write a successful story? Clearly, what you need first of (2) .... is an 

idea which you can develop into a strong plot. But (3) .... do ideas like this come from? The (4) .... is 'an-

ywhere and everywhere'. They may come from something that has (5) .... to you or to (6) .... else, from a 

newspaper, an interesting picture, or even a song. It's a good idea to keep a notebook nearby (7) .... that you 

can write down the details of any odd incidents (8) .... catch your imagination. Make a note of ideas (9) .... 

titles too, and any special phrases or descriptions that you think of. A small tape recorder can (10) .... useful 

for this purpose. Some writers even keep (11) .... by their bed in (13) .... they wake up with the 'idea of the 

century'.

Another method of developing the story is to make use (14) .... the characters themselves. Why not (15) .... 

putting three people you know well into a situation such as a wedding, where feelings may be very strong, 

and see (16) .... happens. But don't make the final characters too much like your Aunt Jane or Uncle Jim or 

you may find (17) .... in real trouble.

Collocations and phrases
Take sth. for granted   dar algo por hecho
I could do with   me vendría bien
To be bound to   es muy probable
Take advantage of sth.  aprovechar algo
Make the most of sth.   sacar el máximo provecho
To have a go at sth.    probar a hacer algo
Make up your mind   decidirse
Change your mind   cambia de opinión
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LESSON 3

Man and machine
What is an accurate way of measuring your weight?
What is the aim of this course?
Does a computer have a motor inside?
Do you know how an engine works?
Have you ever received an award for something?
If you lost your pet would you offer an reward?
What will occur if you don’t do your homework?
Have you ever seen a fake banknote?
Have you ever bought fake branded clothes?
Have you seen any fake videos on Youtube?
Have you ever attempted to run a marathon?
On average how many hours of English do you study a 
week?
Do you ever wonder if there is life on other planets?
When do you intend to take your B2 exam?
What are you fond of doing when you go to the beach?
Are you keen on sightseeing when you go abroad?

Has your car ever broken down in a lonely place?
What sort of tasks can your phone carry out?
When you see a word you don’t understand, do you stop to look it up or do you carry on reading?
Who came up with the idea of going to America in 1492?
When did you find out that Father Christmas doesn’t exist?
What does water turn into at zero degrees?
Do you plug your phone in next to your bed?
Do you think skirts for men will ever catch on?
Do you always catch on when someone is joking with you?
What does U.K. stand for?

VOCABULARY
ACCURATE   AIM
preciso    objetivo

MOTOR   ENGINE
motor (electrico)   motor (combus.)

AWARD   REWARD
premio/otorgar   recompensa

OCCUR   FAKE
ocurrir    falsificación

ATTEMPT   AVERAGE
intentar/intento   media

WONDER   INTEND 
preguntarse   tener la intención

FOND OF    KEEN ON
gustar algo   gustar algo

PHRASAL VERBS
BREAK DOWN   CARRY OUT   CARRY ON
averiarse   llevar a cabo   continuar

COME UP WITH  FIND OUT   TURN INTO
ocurrirse   averiguar/descubrir  convertirse en 

PLUG IN    CATCH ON   STAND FOR 
enchufar   captar/ponerse de moda representar
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Collocations and phrases

VOCABULARY Is your phone staightforward to use?
What is the trickiest part of learning English?
Do you ever have a funny feeling that you have been in 
the same situation before?
What sort of extreme sport do you consider daunting?
What do you dread doing?
What kind of business would be a flop nowadays?
What kind of outcome would you like to see when you 
sit your B2 exam?
When you are not happy with a service do you make a 
fuss or do you just go elsewhere?
What sort of devices do you have apart from your 
phone?
How long does it take your phone to charge?
Where can I buy economical devices online?
Does the weather ever overwhelm you?
How do you drag a file on your computer?
How many people do you reckon live in the U.K.?

STRAIGHTFORWARD  TRICKY
fácil/sencillo   complicado

FUNNY   DAUNTING
extraño/divertido  sobrecogedor 

DREAD   FLOP
temer    fracaso

OUTCOME   ELSEWHERE
resultado   en otro lugar

DEVICE   CHARGE
aparato electrónico  cargar/cobrar

ECONOMICAL  OVERWHELM 
barato    agobiar

DRAG     RECKON
arrastrar   pensar (inf.)

Succeed in doing sth.  lograr hacer algo
Manage to do sth.   lograr hacer algo
Fail to do sth.    no poder hacer algo
Upside down    al revés
In the habit of doing sth.  acostumbrado a hacer algo
Call it a day    dar por finalizado
Make do with    conformarse
Do without    prescindir de

Did you succeed in doing your homework for today’s lesson?
Have you managed to revise the vocabulary since last lesson?
When you fail to arrive on time, what do you say?
Can you read a book upside down?
What are you in the habit of doing on Sunday mornings?
Shall we call it day or would you like to carry on with the lesson?
If you had to make do with only one social network, which would you choose?
How long do you think you could do without water for?
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Running marathons, a race of 42 km, has become 
increasingly popular. This distance poses extreme 
physical and mental challenges for anyone, but for 
Simon Wheatcroft there is another hurdle; he has been 
blind since he was 18 years old.  

For the past two years Simon, now 29, has been 
overcoming his disability to compete in marathons and 
ultra-marathons by training with runners who act as his 
guides, and also, rather uniquely, by teaching himself 
to run solo, out on the streets. '1 got bored exercising 
indoors, so thought, "I'll have a go at running outside",' 
he explains. (1) ..........Then he got bored again and 
wanted to try running on the roads. 

Weeks of gradual exploration followed, walking a 
route alone. (2) .......... It took him along little-used 
pavements alongside a busy main road. He also 
recruited technology to help him form his mental map 
of the area using a smartphone app, to provide feedback 
through headphones about his Pace and distance. This 
information could then be cross-referenced with his 
knowledge of the route and any obstacles. 

Now, having covered hundreds of km alone on the 
route, Simon has been able, gradually, to phase out the 
app. 'When I first started I had to really concentrate 
to an unbelievable level to know where my feet were 
falling. Now it has become quite automated,' (3) ......... 
I did make a few mistakes early on - like running into 
posts. But you only run into a post once before you 

think "Right. I'm going to remember where that is next 
time",' he laughs. 

Joining Simon for a training session, it's striking how 
natural and fluid his movement is; he takes shorter, 
shallower, more gentle steps than most runners, using 
his feet to feel his way. His landmarks are minute 
changes in gradient and slight variations in the running 
surface. (4) ....... I have to believe this route is going to 
stay consistent, and there won't be things like roadwork 
signs or big rocks,' he says. 

(5) ......... I try to concentrate on the millions of 
footsteps that go right and think positively,' he explains. 
When it comes to racing in ultra-distance events, Simon 
has to use guides to run sections of the course with him; 
after all, it would be almost impossible to memorise a 
150 km stretch of countryside by heart. However, the 
physical and practical advantages of training in the fresh 
air, on his own terms, are vast and have boosted his 
confidence in his running ability as well as providing 
inspiration to others. 

But for Simon the real thrill and motivation for training 
come from simply being able to compete on equal 
terms. (6) ........ 'I can't hide the fact I'm blind,' he 
says, 'but at the same time I would rather compete with 
everybody else and not be put into a special group. 
Being visually impaired doesn't mean you can't run,' 

You are going to read a newspaper article about a blind runner. Six sentences have been removed from the article. 
Choose from the sentences A-G the one which fits each gap. 
There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use. 

Paul Hardy reports on a blind runner called Simon Wheatcroft who enjoys taking part in marathon and ultra-marathon 

races, running distances between 42 km and 160 km. 

Blind Runner

EXAM: Reading part 6 - gapped text
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A These provide the familiarity and consistency essential for the blind runner. 

B Their support gave him extra confidence regarding his changing surroundings.

C Simon believes the feelings of liberation and independence he gets from running solo far outweigh any 
anxiety over such dangers

D He began by training on football pitches behind his house, running between the goalposts.

E It gives him a great opportunity to run with everyone. 

F That's not to say the learning curve has been without incident. 

G As a result of this slow experimentation, he was able to memorise a set five-kilometre course. 
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Memory

Example: 0 A  heart    B  key    C  bottom   D  focus

Memory is at the (0) ......... of our sense of personal identity. If we did not have memory, we would not be (1) 

......... of our relationships with other people and would have no (2) ......... that we had had any past at all. And 

without memory we would have no knowledge on which to (3) ......... our present and future.

Memory (4) . . . . . ....of three processes: registration, retention and recall. Registration happens when we cons-

ciously notice something. Retention is the next (5) ......... , when we keep something we have noticed in our 

minds for a certain period of time. Finally, recall occurs when we actively think about some of these things that 

are (6) ......... in our minds.

Every day we are subjected to a vast (7) ......... of information. If we remembered every (8) ......... thing we had 

ever seen or heard, life would be impossible. Consequently, our brains have learnt to register only what is of 

importance.

1 A familiar  B aware  C informed D acquainted

2 A view  B suggestion C belief  D idea

3 A base  B depend  C do  D make

4 A contains B involves C includes D consists

5 A action  B division C set  D stage

6 A seated  B stocked  C stored  D sited

7 A level  B amount C extent  D number

8 A exact  B single  C one  D isolated

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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Visit To A Sweets Factory

Today I am visiting a sweets factory, a building squeezed (1) ......... a railway line and a canal.

(2) . ........ I watch, trucks filled with sugar arrive at the factory where this family-owned company has been ma-

king sweets for some 80 years.

Being in a factory (3) ......... this one is exactly (4) ......... children dream of. I am staring at huge vats of sticky

liquid (5) ......... eventually ends up as mouth-watering sweets. Every now (6) ......... then I see a factory worker 

in a white coat put a sweet into her mouth.

Ailsa Kelly, granddaughter of the company owner, remembers visiting the factory as (7) ......... child with her 

grandfather.  'He would take me onto the factory floor and introduce me,' she says.'He told me, "You may work 

here some day." And indeed, she has, continuously, (8) ......... 1999. The sense of family is (9) ......... of the

reasons employees are remarkably loyal to the company.

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Gapped Text
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Most people feel rather (1) .......... when they go for an interview for a new job. This is 

not surprising as getting a job one wants is important.  

People being interviewed expect the interviewers to be (2) .......... , matching an appli-

cant against a job (3) .......... . However, what often happens in reality is that the 

interviewers make (4) .......... that are little more than reactions to the

(5) .......... of the applicant. 

Even skilled interviewers may, without realising it, (6) ..........  favour 

people who make them feel at (7) .......... . With this in mind, if you go for an interview 

you should try to make a good impression from the start by  presenting the  inter-

viewers  with the  very best  version of yourself,

emphasising the (8)  .......... of  skills you have. You must appear  very positive and as  

(9) .......... as possible. It  is for you to convince the interviewers that you are definitely 

the most suitable person for the job.

NERVE

OBJECT

DESCRIBE

DECIDE

PERSON

CONSCIOUS

EASY

VARY 

ENTHUSIASM

Job Interviews

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 
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1   Last Saturday my friend asked me, 'Do you want to go out tonight?'
     WHETHER
     Last Saturday my friend asked me .................................................... out that night.

2   The film was shorter than I had expected.
     LONG
     The film was .................................................... I had expected.

3   'There has been a rise of over twenty per cent in the price of masks during the pandemic' said Tim.
     GONE
     Tim said that the price of masks .................................................... than twenty percent during the pandemic.

4   During the performance, he played the trumpet and sang well too!
     ONLY
     During the performance, not .................................................... the trumpet, he sang well too!

5   I am used to doing many tasks on my phone.
     HABIT
     I am .................................................... out many tasks on my phone.

6   It was Martin's idea to sell our poducts in China.
     CAME
     It was Martin .................................................... the idea of selling our products in China.

7   We are friends although we have disagreements about some things.
     DESPITE
     We are friends .................................................... disagree about  some things.
 
8   Maybe Jane's car stopped working again on her way to work
     DOWN
     Jane's car .................................................... on her way to work

9   It was a mistake not to apply for the job.
     WISH
     I .................................................... for the job.

10  They let their employees arrive later the day after the Christmas party.
      TO
      Their employees .................................................... up later the day after the Christmas party.

EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 
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EXAM:  Speaking part 2. - Long turn
Talk on your own about two photos for one minute. You will have to compare, describe, 
express opinions and speculate.

Part 1 (20 seconds): State the similarity and difference between the two photos.

 - Both photos show [similarity] 
 - In the first photo we can see [difference], whereas (contrast) in the second photo... [difference]

Part 2 (40 seconds): Answer the question

 - Give your opinion and speculate about what you think might be happening or why something has happened.

Yoga
Meditation
Feeling of relax
Part of a group
Calm your mind
Flexibility
Cope with stress

Why might these people enjoy these activities?

Escape from civilization
Sense of achievement
Adrenelin rush
Individual activity
At one with nature
Risk factor

Whereas
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How are these animals important to their owners?

Why are these people's jobs important?

What do people enjoy about these moments?
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Would you like to be a scientist?
Is there scientific evidence that ghosts exist?
What kind of jobs are the most rewarding?
What is the likelihood of rain today?
Are you likely to have fish for dinner?
Do you think people’s belief in religion is decreasing?
Which film made a lasting impression on you?

Do I insist on you doing homework after every lesson?
Is the corridor outside too narrow?
Do you live in a wide enough street?
How can people gain knowledge about specific 
products?
Where is the best place to seek economical prices of 
technological products?
Are there several people in your family with the same 
name?
Tell me the name of a ubiquitous Spanish brand!
Is there a widespread belief that olive oil is good for you?
Is there a remarkable difference between your English 2 
years ago and now?
Are you keen on relentless jokers?
What have you relinquished since your childhood?
Can you give me a brief description of your town?
What don’t sensible people do when they are driving?
Are your eyes sensitive to onions?

WORD FORMATION

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

science /
scientist

scientific scientifically

reward reward rewarding

like likelihood/
likeness

(un)like (un)likely

believe (dis)belief/
believer

(un)believable

impress impression impressive impressively

VOCABULARY
INSIST ON   NARROW
insistir    estrecho
 
WIDE    GAIN
ancho    ganar 

SEEK    SEVERAL
buscar    varios

UBIQUITOUS   WIDESPREAD
extendido   extendido

REMARKABLE   RELENTLESS
notable    incansable

RELINQUISH   BRIEF 
renunciar   breve

SENSIBLE    SENSITIVE
sensato    sensible
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We use Passive Voice when we want to focus more on the object of the verb than the subject. 
Eg. Someone directed the film well..........The film was directed well.
•Sometimes we want to include the person who caused the action to happen, especially when talking 
about professional services or things that are difficult for you to do yourself.
•We use the structure: HAVE/GET + SOMETHING + DONE (participio)
•We form the tenses with "have/get" 
Eg. Someone painted my house (I caused the action)........ I had my house painted.
•We also use this structure for misfortunate situations.
Eg. Peter got his bike stolen last weekend.

Grammar:   Causative Passive

Rewrite the sentences using the Causative Passive

1. They repaired Mary's car yesterday. ........................................................................................................
2. Someone is going to cut the grass tomorrow. ..........................................................................................
3. The dentist has checked my teeth today. .................................................................................................
4. They are cleaning my coat at a special shop. ...........................................................................................
5. The new furniture will be delivered tomorrow. .......................................................................................
6. The hairdresser cut my hair yesterday. ....................................................................................................
7. They are painting my railings. ................................................................................................................
8. Someone broke Pete's nose during the match. ........................................................................................
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• When we cause somebody to do something and we want to include the subject of the verb, we use 
the following structure: 

HAVE + SOMEBODY + DO + SOMETHING or GET + SOMEBODY + TO DO + SOMETHING
Eg. I had a mechanic look at my car, I don't trust my brother

1. My sister makes me a cake on my birthday. 
 I .........................................................................................
2. My boss gave me the day off. 
 I ...............................................................................................................
3. A technician will repair her wasing machine. 
 My mother........................................................................
4. My best friend is going to help me with my English homework. 
 I ...........................................................................................
5. The fire brigade rescued her cat from the tree. 
 The old lady .......................................................................................
6. My brother called the shop for me. 
 I ....................................................................................................

EXAM:  Listening part 3.

A It has boosted my intellectual abilities.

B It has improved my chances in education.

C It has made me sensitive to global issues.

D It has allowed me to gain faster promotion.

E It has made getting around in other countries easier.

F It has allowed me to help other people.

G It has advanced my awareness of the way language works.

H It has helped make friends.

Speaker 1

Speaker 2

Speaker 3

Speaker 4

Speaker 5

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about the benefits of learning another language. For 
questions 1 to 5, choose which benefit (A-H) each speaker has experienced. Use the letters only once. There are 
three extra letters which you do not need to use.
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A report is usually written for a superior (e.g. a teacher) or a peer group (e.g. members of an English club). 
Candidates are expected to give some factual information and make suggestions or recommendations.
A report should be clearly organised into paragraphs and written in a formal or semi-formal style.

TOP TIPS

- Begin by stating the purpose of your report, you may invent where you got the information 
- Use a clear layout with headings, write either four or five paragraphs
- Devolop the ideas in the task input into a maximum of three paragraphs
- Give a clear summary of the situation and make a comment or suggestion in the last paragraph

Useful Language

Paragraph 1: Introduction 

State the purpose:

 • The main aim/objective/purpose of this report is to...

Describe how you obtained the information:

 • To prepare for this report, I conducted interviews with.../ I visited the most popular... / I discussed the  
 issue with...

Paragraph 2,3,4: Report your results

 • According to
 • All those interviewed believe that/are concerned that/said that...
 • A cause of dissatisfaction was...
 • The following reasons were given for... 

Paragraph 5: Conclusion/recommendation

 • Taking all factors into account...
 • I would therefore recommend...
 • Clearly the following recommendations would improve the... 

EXAM: Writing part 2 Report 140 to 190 words

You work for the Student Travel Agency of your college. The principal of the college is interested in the 
experiences of students who have worked abroad during their summer holidays. She has asked you to write 
a report on the advantages and disadvantages of such work. In particular, she wants to know whether the 
college should recommend "working holidays" to its students.

Write you report in 140-190 words in an appropriate style.

TASK
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PHRASAL VERBS

LESSON 4

Have you seen the headlines today?
What sort of advertising is misleading?
Have you ever listened to a podcast?
What kind of programmes are broadcast late at night?
What is a spokesperson?
Have you ever made a speech in public
Have you ever advertised a product on Wallapop?
Are you good at conveying your message to people?
What does “The Last Supper” depict?
Why do you think talk shows are so popular?
Would you like to take part in a quiz show?
 - What subject would you be good at?
Tell me the name of popular game show in your country.
Do you ever read the tabloids?
Do you believe everything you read and hear in the 
press?
Do you like reading gossip magazines?

LOOK INTO    GET AWAY WITH  LET SB. OFF
investigar   salirse con la suya  liberar de castigo

TAKE UP   RUN OUT OF   HOLD UP
ocupar (tiempo/espacio)  quedarse sin   retrasar 

HAND OUT    HAND IN   PUT FORWARD 
repartir    entregar   proponer

When there is a problem  between two countries, who looks into the problem?
Do you ever get away with not doing your homework?
What sort of punishments did your parents give you?
 - Did they ever let you off?
Which app. takes up most of your time?
Have you ever run out of memory on your phone?
Did anything hold you up on your way here?
What sort of things do people hand out on the streets?
Do you always hand your homework in on time?
Are there any suggestions you would put forward to this school?

VOCABULARY
HEADLINE   MISLEADING
titular    engañoso

PODCAST   BROADCAST
redifusión multimedia  transmitir 

SPOKESPERSON  SPEECH
portavoz   discurso

ADVERTISING   CONVEY
publicidad   expresar

DEPICT    TALK SHOW
representar/mostrar (imagen) programa debate

QUIZ SHOW   GAME SHOW 
concurso preguntas  programa juegos

TABLOID    PRESS
prensa amarilla   prensa

Mass media
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VOCABULARY
Do you keep your bedroom spotless?
Is it a hassle when you have to do a writing at home?
What kind of pamphlets do you receive at home?
 - Do you think this kind of advertising works?
Have you ever seen a brochure for this school?
Tell me the name of a famous influencer!
 - How does this person influence people?
What is Nike’s slogan?
Would you like to be a journalist?
 - What are the perks of this job?
Can you name a publisher of English text books?
What is unique about the place where you live?
Which internet browser do you prefer to use?
What kind of things do they announce on train 
platforms?
Have you ever watched a soap opera to the end?
Which jobs have a lot of perks?

SPOTLESS   HASSLE  
impoluto   engorro

PAMPHLET   BROCHURE 
folleto    folleto 

INFLUENCER   SLOGAN
persona de influencia mediática frase publicitaria

JOURNALIST   PUBLISHER
periodista   editorial

UNIQUE   BROWSER
único (raro)   navegador

ANNOUNCE   LOG IN
anunciar   iniciar sesión

PERK     SOAP OPERA 
beneficio (de un trabajo)  telenovela

Enrico Rastelli

Enrico Rastelli was probably the greatest juggler the world has ever known. Juggling involves throwing 

(1) .......... number of objects up into the air and catching them (2) .......... dropping a single one. Rastelli was able 

to juggle (3) .......... many as eight balls at the same time. However, (4) .......... made him a genius was his perfect 

style, rather (5) .......... the quantity of objects he (6) .......... juggle.

Rastelli's contributions to juggling were many.  He started using rubber balls (7) .......... of the cotton balls that 

were (8) .......... use at the time. These rubber balls are now standard. It was Rastelli, too, who began the now 

commonly seen practice (9) .......... throwing a ball into the air, and then catching (10) .......... on a stick held in his 

mouth.

Enrico Rastelli was born into a circus family in Siberia in 1896. Although he spent some of his early years in Italy, 

it (11) .......... in Russia that he acquired his juggling skills.  It was not uncommon (12) .......... him to practise 

twelve hours a day, and this dedication was reflected in his astonishing performances. The degree of control shown 

(13) .......... Enrico Rastelli has never been equalled.

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Gapped Text
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Doug Allan films wild animals in cold places. If you've 
ever been amazed by footage of polar bears in a nature 
documentary, it's probably been filmed by him. His 
perfect temperature, he says, is -18°C. Allan trained as 
a marine biologist and commercial diver. Diving was 
his first passion, where he learned about survival in 
cold places. His big break came when a TV crew turned 
up in Antarctica, where Allan was working, to film a 
wildlife documentary. 'I ended up taking the crew to 
different places, and after 48 hours I realised that being 
a wildlife cameraman ticked all the boxes: travel, adven-
ture, underwater.' 

He is now a top cameraman and has worked on many 
major TV wildlife series. 'I came along at a good time. 
When I started, hardly anyone had been to the Antarc-
tic. You had coral people, elephant people, chimpanzee 
people. I just became the cold man. It was like all these 
amazing sequences were just waiting to be captured on 
film.' The camera and communications technology was 
very basic when he started 35 years ago. 'It is certainly 
easier to film today. If you shot something then, you 
had to remember it. Today, with digital technology, you 
can shoot a lot and look at it immediately. You used to 
have to think what shots you needed next, and what 
you had missed. You shot less. Film was very expensive. 
Today you can have too much material.'
 
'My value is field experience in cold conditions. I have 
a feel for it. I have spent so much time on sea ice it 
now feels like crossing the street. I do get cold toes but 
the poles are healthy places. There are no leeches, no 
diseases or mosquitoes.' Wildlife filming, Allan says, is 
full of great successes, but also failures and embarrass-
ments. Once, he was in the Orkneys to film kittiwakes. 

Unfortunately he could not identify which birds they 
were. When Allan recently got permission to film 
sequences for a major TV series in Kong Karls Land, a 
group of islands in the Arctic Ocean, he did not expect 
an easy assignment. It is a world of polar bears and is 
strictly off limits to all but the most fearless or foolish. 
Usually -32°C in April, the wind is vicious and hauling 
cameras in the deep snow is a nightmare. After walking 
five or more hours a day and watching polar bear dens 
in the snow slopes for 23 days, however, Allan had seen 
just one mother bear and her cub. By day 24, though, 
he says, he was living in bear world, at bear speed, with 
bear senses. 
'We find a new hole and wait. We shuffle, hop, bend, 
stretch and run to stay warm. Five hours of watching 
and then with no warning at all I catch a glimpse so 
brief that I almost miss it. But the camera's locked on 
the hole on full zoom and my eye's very quickly on the 
viewfinder. Nothing for a couple of seconds and then an 
unmistakable black nose. Nose becomes muzzle, grows 
bigger to become full head and in less than a minute 
she has her front legs out and is resting on the snow in 
front of the hole. She's looking at me but she's not bo-
thered. I've just taken a close-up, thinking this can't get 
much better ... when she sets off on a long slide down 
the slope. I'd swear it's partly in sheer pleasure,' he re-
counts, adding that two cubs then appeared at the den 
entrance. 'Clearly it's their first view of the world ... It's 
show time on the slopes and we have front-row seats.' 

Now Allan would like to make his own film about 
climate change in the Arctic, talking to the people who 
live there and experience the impact of it first hand. He 
says he would be able to make an extraordinary docu-
mentary. 

line 80

EXAM: Reading part 5  - Multiple choice 
You are going to read an article about a wildlife cameraman called Doug Allan. For questions 1 - 6, choose the 
answer (A, B, C or D) which you think fits best according to the text.

Wildlife Cameraman
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1. What do we learn about Allan in the first paragraph? 
    A He had to train as a diver in order to become a wildlife cameraman. 
    B Becoming a cameraman suited the interests he already had. 
    C He was given the chance to work as a cameraman by a TV crew he met. 
    D Finding work as a cameraman allowed him to remain in Antarctica. 

2. What does Allan say about the first documentaries he worked on? 
    A He has very clear memories of them. 
    B Most of what he filmed was new to viewers. 
    C They were shorter than those he makes nowadays. 
    D He would have liked to have been able to choose where he worked. 

3. Why does Allan compare spending time on sea ice to crossing the street? 
    A It is an ordinary occurrence for him. 
    B He thinks it presents a similar level of danger. 
    C He has learnt to approach it in the same way.  
    D It requires skills that can be used in winter conditions anywhere. 

4. When Allan had been on Kong Karls Land for a while, he began to 
    A stop worrying about the dangers he was facing. 
    B feel a deep understanding of how polar bears lived. 
    C get used to the terrible conditions for filming. 
    D be more hopeful that one bear would lead him to others. 

5. What feeling does Allan describe in the fifth paragraph? 
    A panic when he nearly fails to film a fantastic sequence 
    B concern that he has disturbed an adult female with her young 
    C amazement at being lucky enough to capture some great shots 
    D delight at being able to move around after waiting quietly for ages 

6. What does it refer to in line 80? 
    A Allan's film 
    B climate change 
    C the Arctic 
    D living there 
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WORD FORMATION

Italian pizza is arguably better (1) .......... in the world today than any other type of food. It 

was (2) .......... a meal for the poor, but now it can be found in restaurants all over the world, 

enjoying universal (3) .......... . Italians are still very fond of pizza, and it is often their 

(4) ..........of meal when they go out to eat with family or friends. Pizza is in many ways the 

perfect main dish: it is (5) .......... and so it looks great on your plate; it is always fun to eat 

and, best of all, it is wonderfully (6) ................... On top of all this, it is also an extremely

(30) .......... meal because it makes you feel pleasantly full. 

Most (31) .......... pizzas are cooked in a wood-burning brick oven, but if you follow a        

(32) .......... recipe, you can easily make pizza at home. 

The (33) .......... topping is tomato and cheese, but the list of possible ingredients you can 

add to that is almost infinite. So, whether it is with ham and anchovies, eggs and spinach, or 

mushrooms and onions, there are countless ways of making a truly (34) .......... pizza.

 

KNOW

ORIGIN

POPULAR

CHOOSE

COLOUR 

TASTE

SATISFY

TRADITION

RELY

BASE

FORGET

Pizza

Who do you think is undoubtedly the best tennis player in the world?
Are there any endangered species in your country?
Are you ever knowingly thoughtless?
Why do you think the popularity of DVDs is decreasing?
What makes you feel energetic in the mornings?
Do you normally dress fashionably?

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

doubt doubt undoubted
doubtful

undoubtedly

endanger danger dangerous
endangered

dangerously

know knowledge (un)known (un)knowingly

popularise popularity popular popularly

energise energy energetic energetically

fashion fashionable fashionably
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The changing landscape

Example: 0   A  fixed    B  solid    C  firm   D  steady

The landscape of the world is never (0) .......... but changes from year to year. While some of these changes are 

caused by human (1) .......... , most of them are natural. Snow and ice, for example, have a considerable 

(2) .......... on the environment in the northern hemisphere.

An ever-present problem in areas that (3) .......... harsh winters is the possibility of water pipes freezing.  When 

they do, they crack and (4) .......... because of the expansion of the ice inside.

Exactly the same thing happens in nature. On icy mountains, water (5) .......... into cracks in exposed rocks and 

when it freezes, the water turns into ice. The pressure of the ice (6) .......... the cracks, breaking the rocks apart. 

As a direct result of this (7) .......... action, broken blocks of stone can often be seen sloping downwards from 

high mountain (8) .......... .

A similar process brings stones to the surface of the soil. Water beneath a buried stone freezes more easily than 

water in the (9) .......... soil because the stone (10) .......... heat more quickly. Ice (11) .......... beneath the stone 

expands and brings the stone upwards. In permanently cold regions, the whole soil surface is raised and the 

stones that have been (12) .......... to the surface lie in lines on the soil, making a ridged pattern.

1 A work  B contribution C activity  D practice

2 A development B impact  C consequence D power

3 A experience B contain  C receive  D bear

4 A rip  B peel  C tear  D split

5 A runs  B slides  C dashes  D slips

6 A prolongs B explodes C widens  D swells

7 A destructive B hurtful  C disorderly D rebellious

8 A heads  B crowns  C tips  D peaks

9 A bordering B enclosing C surrounding D circulating

10 A absorbs  B sucks  C holds  D occupies

11 A creating B establishing C producing D forming

12 A stirred  B removed C squashed D pushed

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
ASTONISHED AT/BY STH.  BORROW STH. FROM SB.  COMPLY WITH STH. 
asombrado     coger prestado de algien   cumplir / obedecer

DECIDE ON STH.   FORGIVE SB. FOR STH.  SUSPICIOUS OF
optar por / decidirse por  perdonar a alguien por algo  sospechoso de

INTERESTED IN STH.   LEND STH. TO SB.   WORK ON STH.
interesado en     prestar algo a alguien   trabajar en algo

PRAISE SB. FOR STH.  PROVIDE SB. WITH STH.  REGARDLESS OF STH. 
elogiar a alguien por algo  proporcionar a alguien con algo  independientemente de

REFRAIN FROM DOING STH. SUBSCRIBE TO STH.   UPSET ABOUT STH.
abstenerse de hacer algo  suscribirse a algo   molesto por algo

What were you astonished by during the pandemic?
What sort of things do or did you borrow from your siblings?
How easy is it to comply with the law?
 - Do you ever find it difficult to comply with the 'rules'?
Did you decide on studying English for sheer pleasure?
How easy is it for you to forgive someone?
 - Why is it important to forgive people for doing things?
What sort of things are you suspicious of buying online?
Are you interested in learning about other cultures?
 - How can this change you as a person?
Would you lend your for phone to a stranger?
Do you enjoy working on challenging projects?
How do you think bosses should give praise to their employees?
 - Why is it important?
What do public places provide you with during a pandemic?
What daily habits do you carry out regardless of your state of mind?
How easy is it for you to refrain from eating unhealthy food?
What sort of websites or newsletters do you subscribe to?
When was the last time you felt upset about something you saw on social media?

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
BY THE WAY  IN ORDER TO
a propósito   con el fin de

OUT OF BREATH   FOR FEAR OF
sin aliento   por temor a 

BY BIRTH   IN DANGER
de nacimiento  en peligro

ON EDGE   FOR ONCE
nervioso   por una vez

When do you say by the way?
What do you have to do in order to gain muscle?
When do you get out of breath?
Do you refrain from saying things in public for fear 
of repercussions?
What nationality is Swarzenegger by birth?
What professions are in danger of disappearing?
Do crowded places make you feel on edge?
Are you going to learn English for once and for all?
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EXAM: Writing part 2 Review 140 to 190 words
A review is usually written for an English-language magazine, newspaper or website. 

The main purpose is to describe and express a personal opinion about something which the writer has experienced 
(e.g. a film, a holiday, a product, a website etc.) and to give the reader a clear impression of what the item discussed 
is like. 
Description and explanation are key functions for this task and a review will normally include a recommendation 
to the reader.

Hints:

• Give your review an interesting title.
• In the first paragraph, say what you are reviewing and try to get the reader's interest.
• In the secondparagraph, give your opinion of what you are reviewing. Remember a review is not just a list of 

facts - it's mostly your opinion.
• Give more details of what you are reviewing in more paragraphs using seperate ideas.
• Summarise your view using different words from the introduction and include a recommendation.

Remember:
 - Use a personal or more neutral style according to the target reader.
 - It is important to show a range of structures in the language of opinion, description and 
 recommendation.
 - Add vivid language to add interest.

What I liked...

RecommendationsCritisism

What I liked most was...
Lo que más me gustó fue...
The thing I liked most was...
La cosa que más me gustó fue...
I was pleasantly surprised by
Me sorprendió agradablemente...
...would appeal to...
... sería atractiva para ...
If you get the chance to... 
Si tienes la oportunidad de ...

Judging from this performance/show...
A juzgar por esta actuación 
Overall, if you like... you'll love...
En general, si te gusta... te encantará...
Although some of... he/she is still...
Aunque algunos de... él/ella es todavía
You really must buy/read/see/visit..
Has de comprar/leer/ver/visitar
I would definitely recommend seeing...
Recomendaría sin lugar a duda ver...

The script seemed rather predictable
El guión me parecio bastante predicible
The plot struck me as completely absurd/bizarre
El argumento me parecio completamente absurdo/extraño
The characters are appealing and true to life
Los personajes son llamativos y creíbles
The dancers were quite brilliant/amateurish
Los bailarines eran brillantes/aficionados
It was a mesmerising performance
Fue una actuación cautivador

What I disliked
What I dislike most was...
Lo que menos me gustó fue..
I was disappointed by...
Me decepcionó...
... was a bit of a letdown
... fue una decepción
... didn't meet my personal expectations
... no cumplió mis expectativas personales
... could have been a bit better
... podría haber sido un poco mejor
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Review of books:
Main Character personaje principal
Is set in se desarolla en
Atmosphere ambiente
Plot argumento
Chapter capítulo
Factual basado en los hechos
Bestseller éxito en ventas
ending final
Author autor

Review of films:
Lead role papel principal
Secondary role papel secondario
He/she plays a spy él/ella hace de espía
Cast reparto
Based on a true story basado en hechos reales
Far fetched improbable

Music Reviews Wanted!

Have you been to a great music concert recently?
Write us a review of the concert, telling us about the band or singer and their performance. Say whether you 
would recommend seeing them perform live.
We will publish the best reviews next month.

Write your review in 140-190 words.

Useful Vocabulary
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Instead of the structure:  WOULD + PREFER + TO DO 

We can use:    WOULD + RATHER/SOONER + DO 

Eg. I would prefer to study later.
Eg. I would rather study later.

• Sometimes the subject of the first verb is different from the second. In this case we use 
      the following structure:

 For present or future: WOULD + RATHER/SOONER + SUBJECT + PAST SIMPLE 
  Eg. I would rather she went to the supermarket now.

 For past: WOULD + RATHER/SOONER + SUBJECT + PAST PERFECT
  Eg. I would sooner she hadn't told you that.
• We can also use the word MUCH  before RATHER to make the preference stronger.
  Eg. I would much rather you helped me tomorrow than today.

Grammar:   Would rather/sooner

Rewrite the sentences using would rather / sooner

1. I don't like the fact that you arrived late yesterday.
    ...............................................................................................................................................................
2. It would be better for me if you worked on Saturdays
    ...............................................................................................................................................................
3. She doesn't want to eat the fish
    ...............................................................................................................................................................
4. My father wasn't pleased because I quit my job yesterday. 
     ..............................................................................................................................................................
5. I don't like the fact that she doesn't speak my language. 
    ..............................................................................................................................................................
6. I don't want you to cut your hair.
    ..............................................................................................................................................................
7. The teacher didn't want me to write more than 200 words. 
     ..............................................................................................................................................................
8. I want you to wear a mask at all times.
    ..............................................................................................................................................................

] In both sentences the subject of the two verbs is the same person.
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Collocations and phrases

Would it come as a surprise if I asked you to sing a song?
Has it been brought to your attention that you need a 6 to pass the B2 exam?
Did you start learning English from scratch at this school?
Did you bump into anyone you know the last time you were at the shops?
What sort of noises drive you up the wall?
Do shops always give customer’s the benefit of the doubt?
When you go camping, what kind of things should you take into account?
How do you feel when you are about to do an exam?

Collocations and phrases
Come as a surprise   pillar por sorpresa
Bring to sb.’s attention  poner en conocimiento de algn.
Start from scratch   empezar de cero
Bump into/run into   encontrarse con algn.
Drive sb. up the wall   volver a algn. loco
Benefit of the doubt   beneficion de la duda
Take into account   tener en cuenta
About to/on the verge of  a punto de

EXAM:  Speaking part 3. - Collaborative Task
In this part you have to practise exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/
or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, evaluating and reaching a decision through negotiation

Starting
Shall I start? - ¿empiezo yo?
Would you like (me) to start? ¿te gustaría empezar?

Expressing and justifying opinions
To my mind.... because...
In my view... as...
As far as I know... because...
I could be wrong, but I feel that... because...
I'd definitely say that... due to the fact that...
I don't know about you, but I personally think...

Agreeing and disagreeing
I see your point 
I totally agree with you 
I see what you mean
I couldn't agree more
You have a good point
-I don't agree with you
-I don't see it that way
- Yeah, but the thing is..

Suggesting
May I suggest...? - ¿puedo sugerir que? 
What's your take on...? - ¿qué opinas de?
Don't you think that...? - ¿qué opinas de?

Speculating
It's highly likely that... - es muy probable que
The chances are that... - es probable
I wouldn't be surprised if.. - no me sorprendería si

Reaching a decision
Given our previous comments, I would say the best..
So then, what do you think is the best/most...?
Are we both in favour of ... then?
Let's agree to disagree!
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• Is the town where you live a place that attacts tourists?
• What makes a place attactive for younger holidaymakers?
• How have holidays changed over your lifetime?
• Have you ever felt more tired after a holiday than before? Why?
• What is adventure tourism?
• How do you see the future of tourism?
• How does the kind of accommodation you choose affect the way you experience a holiday?
• Have you ever regretted a decision about a holiday?

Building a 
large night 

club

Putting up 
security 
cameras

Having more 
shops

Providing 
parks

building 
holiday 

flats

EXAM:  Speaking part 4. - Collaborative Task
In this part you have to practise exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/
or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, evaluating and reaching a decision through negotiation

Why would these 
ideas attract more 

tourists to the town?
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You will hear an interview with a woman celled Patricia Jones, who Is a naturalist. 
For questions 1-5, choose the best answer (A, B or C). 

1. Looking back at her work, Patricia feels 
A surprised that her projects still attract volunteers. 
B proud of the wide influence she's had. 
C pleased by how she's regarded In Africa. 

2. How does Patricia spend her time nowadays? 
A persuading people to alter their behaviour 
B advising governments on conservation 
C studying wildlife in its natural habitat 

3. How does Patricia feel about zoos? 
A They all ought to be closed down. 
B They should have an educational purpose. 
C They still have a role to play in conservation. 

4. In her new book, Patricia hopes to give 
A encouragement to young scientists. 
B advice on helping endangered animals. 
C guidance to other environmentalists. 

5. Patricia believes that children should spend time in the natural world because 
A it is the only way to find out about it. 
B it is essential for their development. 
C It is a chance to change their view of animals. 

EXAM:  Listening part 4.
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EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 

1. I didn't expect to see Martin at the party.
CAME
It ...................................................................... to see Martin at the party.

2. We should consider the financial risks before making a decision.
TAKEN
The financial risks ...................................................................... before making a decision.

3. Did anyone tell you the meeting had been cancelled?
ATTENTION
Had it ...................................................................... that the meeting had been cancelled?

4. I don't like the fact that you told Mary about the party.
SOONER
I ...................................................................... told Mary about the party.

5. I took an umbrella because I didn't want to risk getting wet.
FOR
I took an umbrella ......................................................................

6. There aren't any eggs left for the omelette.
RUN
We ...................................................................... for the omelette.

7. That was a really good idea Adam suggested.
PUT
Adam ...................................................................... really good idea.

8. I really regret not going to Diane's wedding.
GONE
I ...................................................................... to Diane's wedding

9. The number of domestic accidents is going up this year due to electronic device distractions.
INCREASE
There ...................................................................... the number of domestic accidents this year due to...

10. That was one of the best films I have seen this year.
AS
I've seen very ...................................................................... that on this year
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What do you do when you have a sore throat?
Have you ever hurt your back?
What would you think if you had a pain in your chest?
Do you ever get headaches?
What sort of diseases can you catch in tropical places?
What kind of injuries do footballers suffer from?
What can hurt your feelings?
Have you ever damaged someone else’s property?
Do you know any cures for a common cold?
Have you ever sprained your ankle?
What can give you a rash?
Can you buy antibiotics without a prescription?
What is your favourite recipe?
When was the last time you had a wound?
Are you prone to getting the flu every year?

How long does it take to get over the flu?
Have you ever come down with an illness abroad?
Did last weekend turn out as you had expected?
Have you ever fainted?
 - How long did it take to come round?
What might happen if you live a life of crime?
Is there anything you should cut down on in your diet?
Is there anything you should cut out of your diet?
At what time of year do you put on weight?
Do you have any home-remedies for when you feel run down?

VOCABULARY
SORE    HURT
doloroso/irritado  doler

PAIN    ACHE
dolor    dolor continuo 

ILLNESS/DISEASE  INJURE
enfermedad   lesionar

DAMAGE   CURE
dañar    curar

SPRAIN    RASH  
hacerse un esguince  sarpullido

PRESCRIPTION  RECIPE 
receta médica   receta cocina

WOUND    (IN)FLU(ENZA)
herida    gripe

LESSON 5

Wealth is Health

PHRASAL VERBS
GET OVER   COME DOWN WITH  TURN OUT 
recuperarse   caer enfermo   resultar

COME ROUND  END UP   CUT DOWN ON
recuperar la consciencia  acabar en   reducir (consumo) 

CUT OUT    PUT ON   RUN DOWN 
eliminar    ganar (peso)   estar pachucho
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Do you ever wear outrageous clothes?
When you don’t grasp the meaning of a question, 
what do you do?
Do you know any good spots to have a picnic?
Do you know anyone who has undergone a serious 
operation?
When was the last time you joined a gym?
Do you bruise easily?
Are the injections at the dentist’s painless?
Do you believe in the expression no pain no gain?
What is the most painful experience you have had?
Do you keep your eyes open when you sneeze?
What shouldn’t you do if you have a cough?
How can we prevent the flu from spreading?
Can you book an appointment at the doctor’s online?
How do you stay in shape?
What do you do when you have a fever?

What does you the world of good when you feel run down?
Which Spanish actors are when known all over the world?
When was the last time you had a family visit out of the blue?
Are you keeping up with your classmates for the time being?
Give me a sentence with mind you, please.
What don’t you feel like doing when you are under the weather?
Give me a sentence with it’s just as well, please.
Have you done the homework I set you, let alone revise the vocabulary?

VOCABULARY
OUTRAGEOUS  GRASP  
indignante/extravagante agarrar/captar

SPOT    UNDERGO 
sitio/grano   someterse a 

JOIN    BRUISE
apuntarse a    hematoma

PAINFUL   PAINLESS
doloroso   indoloro

SNEEZE   COUGH
estornudar   toser

SPREAD   APPOINTMENT
extenderse   cita

SHAPE    FEVER 
forma    fiebre

Collocations and phrases
Do you (the world) of good  sentar bien
All over    por todo
Out of the blue    de la nada/sin avisar
For the time being/for now  de momento
Mind you    por otro lado (inf.)
To be under the weather  sentirse pachucho
It’s just as well/it’s a good job afortunadamente (inf.)
Let alone    mucho menos/por no mencionar
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Most artists who (0) .......... three-dimensional objects, rather than paintings or drawings, (1) .......... use of 

materials like stone or metal in their work. An exhibition has just opened at the Bowes Museum in England, 

however, where re-creations of sculptures carved from a very different material, sugar, are on (2) .......... .

To understand the (3) .......... of this art form, you must go back 500 years, to a time when sugar was very rare 

and was (4) .......... only to the very wealthy. In those days, it became popular for rich Europeans to show 

(5) .......... their wealth by decorating their dining tables with elaborate sugar sculptures to impress their guests 

on special occasions. The finest artists were employed to (6) .......... on these sculptures, which reflected the host's 

(7) .......... taste and position in society.

Although expensively decorated tables (8) .......... popular into the 19th century, the idea then went out of 

(9) .......... and was largely forgotten. This was partly because sugar sculptures only (10) .......... for a limited time 

- around 100 years at most - so eventually there were none in (11)........... The Bowes Museum has recently  

(12) .......... a collection of the wooden tools used in the production of sugar sculptures, together with some 

original designs, in an attempt to recreate the forgotten art form.

Sugar Sculpture
Example:   (0)  A  create    B  compose    C  develop    D  invent

1 A put  B make  C get  D take

2 A presentation B display  C viewing  D sight

3 A development B outcome C arrangement D circumstance

4 A reserved B kept  C preferred D available

5 A off  B out  C up  D in

6 A carry  B try  C build  D work

7 A happy  B worthy  C good  D positive

8 A rested  B continued C remained D persisted

9 A fashion  B custom  C habit  D trend

10 A maintain B live  C stay  D last

11 A presence B existence C occurrence D survival

12 A acquired B earned  C realised  D paid

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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Graphology At Work
Example: 0 all

Can your handwriting reveal anything at (0) ..........concerning your character? Enough, perhaps, to decide 

whether you w ill get the job that you have applied (1) .......... . Graphology, the science of analysing 

handwriting, is being used by recruitment personnel in a growing number of companies. Business consultant 

Eleanor Sturgeon says, 'Companies find it helpful but it all depends on both (2) .......... much they know about 

graphology (3) .......... the way they use it. When graphology is being used, job applicants (4) .......... asked to 

submit a sample of their handwriting. This reveals characteristics ranging from honesty and thoroughness 

(5) .......... anxiety and aggression. Sturgeon says, 'From the sample, we analyse an applicant's aptitude for a job; 

for example, whether they would be capable (6) .......... dealing with pressure.' What happens, though,

(7) .......... applicants refuse to take a writing test? Sturgeon says, 'Refusing a test in itself tells you a lot 

(8) .......... an applicant's character. It (9) .......... made clear to them that handwriting analysis is only part of the 

process, and is used together (10) ..........other tests, CVs and interviews. If someone doesn't get a job, it won't be 

just (11) .......... of their handwriting. Almost certainly, they wouldn't (12) .......... got the job anyway.'

I work as Head Chef at a top hotel. Because of our big-city location and five-star facilities, 

we get (0) .......... sportspeople among our guests. 

I have (1) .......... dishes for footballers, athletes and golfers, and I have built up good 

(2) .......... with many famous clients. It's a dream job ! Of  course, when the really famous 

names are here, we pay more (3) .......... to security in the hotel, so it can be difficult to 

get to know such people (4) .......... . But really, they are just ordinary people who need 

to eat, drink and sleep, like the rest of us! Some can be a bit fussy about their dietary 

requirements, so it's important for me to find out if there are any foods they strongly (5) 

.......... , or, indeed, really enjoy. Obviously, sportspeople, like anybody else, have different 

(6) .......... . 

But all of them are keen to avoid food which is (7) .......... . This can vary with their sport 

- those who do (8) .......... sports, like footballers, go for things like pasta; while boxers, for 

example, have a diet very high in protein. I am very (9) .......... of my staff, and I believe 

that by feeding our sporting  guests well, we can actually help to improve their 

(10) .......... on the sports field.

LEAD

PRODUCT

RELATION

ATTEND

INDIVIDUAL

LIKE 

PREFER

HEALTH

ENERGY

PRIDE

PERFORM

A Sporting Chef

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 
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WORD FORMATION

Is there a chemist’s nearby?
Is there a growing concern for phone addiction in your country?
Do you prefer the warmth of the summer of the cold of the winter?
Is the gap between the rich and the poor widening in this country?
What is a good way to strengthen relationships between two countries?
Would you like to deepen your understanding of the English language?
What is the width of the average double bed?
What is the depth of the atlantic ocean at its deepest point?
Did you realise that Hippocrates is widely accepted as the father of modern medicine?
How often do you think strength training should be repeated on the same muscle group?
Do you think the growth in world population is mainly due to medical advanvements?

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

near nearness near
nearby

nearly

grow growth growing

warm warmth warming/warm warmly

widen width wide widely

strengthen strength strong strongly

deepen depth deep deeply
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A. Sonia 
While I was doing my physics degree people would 
often say I was acquiring skills I'd be able to use in 
my future career, even If I didn't become a physicist. 
It sounded like nonsense to we if I did another job in 
the end, what could be relevant about knowing what's 
inside an atom or how to operate a laser? It turns out 
they were referring to the wealth of other skills you pick 
up along the way. Communication and problem-solving 
are just two of these. In contrast to the way you may 
have been taught before, university teaches you to be in-
novative and to think for yourself. Going to university 
is about more than just studying though! I got to make 
friends from all over the world and they have proved to 
be useful work contacts. 

B Jane 
I went to university because it was the career path ex-
pected by school, parents and classmates (to an extent) 
and also because I didn't really have a clue about what 
other options were open to me, It's difficult to know 
how things would have turned out it if I hadn't gone. 
I do know that the job I do 'requires' a degree to do it, 
though there must be alternative ways of developing 
these skills. The degree, like it or not, is the screening 
method used by large numbers of employers and as 
such opens certain doors. It's certainly harder to get 
into all sorts of careers without a degree. The debates 
about university education typically revolve around rou-
tes into employment, yet for many the degree is barely 
relevant to the work we end up doing later on. It gives 
access to a certain type of career but the actual degree 
can often be of little practical value. 

C Lydia 
There is a lot of pressure on teenagers to know exactly 
what they want to do with their lives. As a high-achie-
ving student at school, the alternatives to university 
didn't really appeal to me. So I took up a place at a 
good university but ended up studying something I 
wasn't sure I was interested in. Some people know what 
they want to do from a young age. and for those people, 
going to university straight out of school may be a great 
idea. However, many of us are very unsure of our future 
ambitions aged 18, and should therefore be given as 
many choices as possible, rather than being pushed into 
a degree course. Many of my friends went to university 
straight from school. 

D Bethany 
I don't really remember making the decision to go to 
university. Everyone always assumed I would, even 
though I was never the most gifted academically. 
Someone asked me during my second year why I had 
gone, and I remember not being able to answer the 
question. Maybe it was the way I was raised? Maybe it 
was the school I went to? But university was the next 
step. I had a great time there, I must say. It's so much 
more than the place you go to get a degree. You learn 
so many life skills that I would urge anyone to give the 
idea some thought. Since graduation I've had a string of 
jobs. University is an excellent decision for some, and 
may provide the right qualifications to start a career. 
But for others, going straight into a job is just as appro-
priate. 
 

Why go to university? 
Four graduates talk about their experiences

EXAM:  Reading part 7 - Multiple Matching

Which graduate says people should be allowed to consider a range of options apart from university? 
Says that some people are expected to make important decisions before they are ready? 
Initially rejected something she was told? 
Was unaware of the alternatives to university? 
Says that the type of learning at university is different from that at other institutions? 
Felt when she was a student that she might not be doing the right course? 
Says that some people discover that what is studied at university is not useful In the workplace? 
Was uncertain about her reasons for going to university? 
Says graduates have an advantage when applying for jobs? 
Was expected to go to university despite being a fairly average student at school? 

1. _____
2. _____
3. _____
4. _____
5. _____
6. _____
7. _____
8. _____
9. _____
10. ____
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1. His lawyer recommended ………………….. the journalist to court.

2. I wouldn´t advise ………………………………..…………………… that dog – it might bite you.

3. The boss doesn’t encourage ……………………….……………….. in the office. He´s a non-smoker.

4. Why do you keep ………………………………..………………………… me such stupid questions?

5. I would offer ……………………………………..……… you with the housework but I´m rather busy.

6. Students are not allowed ………..…………………………………………………… during the exam.

7. They don’t allow ………………. .……….. in this park because some boys used to ride around too fast.

8. I really hate ………………………..……………………………………………….caught in the rain.

9. Your childish behaviour is beginning ………………………………………………………………..me.

10. She is afraid …………………………………………………………….. the lift so she uses the stairs.

11. Remember …………………………………………………………….. the cat or she´ll starve to death. 

12. It´s hot in here. Would you mind ……………………………………………………….. the window?

13. The bank manager agreed ………………………………………………………………. me 5,000 €

14. She put off ……………………………………………….. her bags until a few hours before her flight.

15. Our dog Timmy loves ……………………………………………………….with his ball in the garden.

16. She wrote him a note to remind him ………………………………….………..his laundry at 2 o´clock.

17. Steven is exhausted because he isn´t used to ………………………………………… so much exercise.

18. She looked so funny in her new hat we couldn’t help …………………………………………………. .

19.  You should practise ………………………….………………this tune on the piano until you perfect it.

20. I regret …………………………………………..………….. you that your bank account is overdrawn.

Grammar:   Verbs followed by -ing form
We use the -ing form:

As a noun  Smoking is harmful
After certain verbs Avoid, mind, deny, enjoy, consider, recommend, suggest, keep...
After the expressions It's no use, what's the use of, it's no good, there is no point
   Have difficulty/trouble doing sth. 
   Can't stand/bear doing sth.
   It is (not) worth doing sth.
After the verbs  Spend/waste (time/money) doing sth.
After    Look forward to, be/get used to/accustomed to  
After 'to' when We can replace the verb with a pronoun. Ex. I object to 'it' or doing something

As a rule of thumb, we use the -ing form after verbs where you could say 'it'
Ex. I suggested 'it' (going to the cinema)
Ex. I fancy 'it' (having dinner at home)

Fill in the gaps with an -ing form or 'to' infinitive
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
PLEASED WITH   JEALOUS OF    INDIFFERENT TO 
contento con     celoso de    indiferente a

AIM AT    DEPRIVE OF    DRESSED IN
tener como objetivo   privar     vestido de 

SUPERIOR TO    PREFER TO    SIMILAR TO
superior a    preferir a    similar a 

CONGRATULATE ON   CONSENT TO    GLANCE AT
felicitar por    consentir    dar ojeada

HAPPEN TO    TURN TO    HEAD FOR
por casualidad    acudir a     dirigirse hacia

Are you pleased with your progress in English so far?
 - How could it be better?
What can make you feel jealous of someone else?
Are you indifferent to politics or religion?
What sort of misleading advertisements are aimed at young people?
What are the effects of depriving yourself of sleep?
Have you ever been to a party dressed in red?
Are you always keen to have a phone superior to yours?
Why do people usually prefer streaming television services to conventional channels?
How is your life dissimilar now to two years ago?
What sort of things do people congratulate you on?
Do you always consent to all cookies when you visit a website?
How often do you glance at the time during the lesson?
If you happened to find a diamond ring in the street, what would you do?
Who do you turn to when you need wise advice?
Do you head for the beach or the mountains in summer?
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Salutation or Greeting 

• Start with 'Dear' followed by the first name of the person to whom you are writing.
In emails, you can also start with 'Hi' (and the person's name) Dear Ben, or Hi Ben 
Don't forget to use only the first name of the person you are writing to and not Dear Mr John, which is never 
used or Dear Mr John Brown, which sounds too formal.

• Informal letters sometimes have a comma after the person's name, and the letter starts on the line below. The 
important thing is to be consistent with the style that you choose to use so if you use a comma after the per-
son's name at the start of the letter, use a comma after the closing statement at the end.

Body 

When writing an informal letter, you are usually replying to another letter. You would normally start with a 
greeting, then acknowledge the letter to which you are replying. It is often a good idea to acknowledge some key 
information given in the original letter too. You can also make a comment on your own reply

Useful phrases for the opening

• How are you? / How have the family been? / I hope you are well.
• Thank you / Many thanks for your recent letter 
• It was good / nice / great to hear from you again
• I was so surprised to hear that...
• I'm sorry I haven't written / been in touch for such a long time.
• It's ages since I've heard from you. I hope you and your family are well.

Referring to  or giving news

• Great news about... Glad to hear about... Sorry to hear about...
• Listen, did I tell you about...? You'll never believe what...
• Oh, and another thing... This is just to let you know that...
• I thought you might be interested to hear about / know that... 
• By the way, have you heard about / did you know that...?

EXAM:  Writing part 2 - informal letter or email

Apologies

• I'm writing to apologise for....
• I'm really sorry that I...

Invitations

• I was wondering if you would like to...
• I'm having a party and would love it if you could 

come
• Please let me know as soon as you can...
• Thank you for inviting me to... but I'm afraid I 

can't...

Requests

• I'm writing to ask for your help
• I was wondering if you could...
• I'd be terribly grateful if you could...

Closing

Anyway, I must dash now, stay in touch
Best wishes / regards
All the best

You have received this email from your English-speaking friend Tom

As you know, my mum and dad own a restaurant and want me to work there when I leave college. However, 
I'm still really keen to be a journalist. What do you think I should do?

Write your email in 140-190 words in an appropriate style
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internet

outdoors

less work

sport

new 
experiences

• Should schools and colleges organise free time activities for students at weekends?
• Do you think it is true that you will always enjoy yourself when you are with other people?
• Some people say it’s important to know how to entertain yourself. Do you agree?
• Is it a good idea to have a lot of different interests or just one or two?
• Do you think it’s important to be busy all the time?
• Some people say we don’t have enough free time these days. What do you think?

EXAM:  Speaking part 4. - Collaborative Task
In this part you have to practise exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/
or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, evaluating and reaching a decision through negotiation

Should people change 
the way they spend 

their free time?
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1. The tennis players’ match is still going on.
finished
The tennis players ……...........................…………...........................…… yet.

2. What time does your plane land tomorrow?
when
Can you tell ……...........................…………...........................…… tomorrow?

3. The family always spent their holidays climbing in the mountains.
used
The family’s holidays ……...........................…………...........................…… climbing  in  the mountains.

4. Physical exercise won’t hurt you if you are careful.
do
Physical exercise won’t ……...........................…………...........................…… if you are careful.

5. How does a rock climber differ from a mountaineer?
between
What ……...........................…………...........................…… a rock climber and a mountaineer?

6.  This new dining table is bigger than the one we had before.
not
The dining table we had before ……...........................………….......................…… this  new one.

7.  It was not a good idea for you to refuse the offer of that job.
down
You should ……...........................…………........................... the offer of that job.

8. My teacher suggested that I spent the summer in England.
advised
My teacher ……...........................…………...........................…… the summer in England.

9. The film is not as interesting as the novel was.
much
The novel ……...........................…………...........................…… the film.

10. Will your neighbours look after your dog when you go away?
take
Do you know if your neighbours
……...........................…………...........................…… your dog when you go away?

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
OUT OF DATE  FOR LACK OF
anticuado   a falta de

AT LENGTH    IN DISGUISE
con pelos y señales  de incógnito 

ON BUSINESS  BY NATURE
de negocios   por naturaleza

BY PROFESSION  BY DESIGN
por profesión   deliberadamente

Why can't we still use out of date mobile phones?
Do you sometimes feel tired for lack of caffeine?
Are you the kind of person who relates events at 
length?
Do you feel you you are in disguise when you wear a 
mask in the streets?
Have you ever travelled on business? 
 - How was the experience?
Are the people from your country trusting by nature?
Do you know what the president of you country is 
by profession?
Do you ever show off by design?
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PHRASAL VERBS

VOCABULARY
How often does it pour around here?
Do you carry an umbrella when it’s drizzling outside?
Does the rain clean your car when it’s spitting?
How would you protect yourself in a blizzard?
Which comes first: thunder or lightning?
What sort of places are prone to having floods?
Does your area suffer from droughts?
How long would it take you to get used to your 
surroundings if you went to live in a cold country?
What do you do to help the environment?
What kind of things don’t you bother recycling?
Do you reuse plastic bags?
Is there a fine for dropping litter in this country?
What do companies do with their waste products?
Do you think gossip magazines are a waste of time 
reading?
Do you ever waste your time?

POUR    DRIZZLE
llover a cantaros  llovizna

SPITTING   BLIZZARD
chispear   ventisca 

THUNDER   LIGHTNING
trueno    relampago

FLOOD   DROUGHT
inundación   sequía

SURROUNDINGS  ENVIRONMENT
entorno    medioambiente

RECYCLE   REUSE 
reciclar    reusar

LITTER     WASTE
basura de la calle  residuos

PUT OUT   CUT OFF   CLEAR UP
apagar (fuego)   aislar    despejar

THROW AWAY  DO UP    WIPE OUT
tirar a la basura   renovar (casas..)   eradicar

USE UP   DIE OUT    CATER FOR
gastar    extinguirse   abastecer

What’s the best way to put out a fire?
Do you know of a place which gets cut off in winter?
How quickly does the weather clear up after a storm?
Do you throw away your old clothes?
Do any of the rooms in your house need doing up?
What wiped out the dinosaurs?
What natural resources are we using up?
Can you think of any species that have died out?
Does this school cater for all levels of students?

LESSON 6

Environmentally-friendly
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Collocations and phrases
Take a chance   arriesgarse
Have an effect on sth.  tener consequencias
Catch a glimpse of sth.   ver der refilón
Catch sight of sth.    avistar algo
Famous for sth.   Famoso por algo
Burst into tears   echar a llorar
Burst out laughing   partirse de risa
To be short of sth.   tener falta de algo

If you didn’t have a hotel room booked, would you take a chance and go anyway?
Would a ban of cars in city centres have a noticeable impact on the environment?
Have you ever caught a glimpse of a large wild animal in your country?
Where can you catch sight of dophins along your coasts?
What is Neil Armstrong famous for?
Have you ever burst into tears while watching a film?
Can you think of a film that made you burst out laughing?
What are some people short of at the end of the month?

When a meal is (1) ......... , do people say they enjoy it simply because it costs a lot of 
money? There is some (2) ......... from an experiment in a New York restaurant which 
suggests that this might be so.
The  restaurant  served  diners  a  meal  but  charged  some (3) .........  as much as others, 
even though the meals were identical and eaten in the same (4) ......... with the same level 
of service. After the meal everyone was asked what they thought of the meal. 
One might think that the people who had paid least would be the most impressed with 
the meal.  (5) ......... though, it was those who had paid most who gave it the 
highest (6) ......... .
According to a well-known (7) ......... the reason for this finding is that a high price for 
a meal is very (8) ......... in convincing people that a meal is good. One wonders if this 
might (9) ......... restaurant owners to keep their prices high.

EXPENSE
EVIDENT

TWO
SURROUND

SURPRISE
RATE
PSYCHOLOGY
SIGNIFY
COURAGE

The Price Of Meals

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 
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Grammar: Clauses of Purpose
We can express purpose (why we do or do not do something) in different ways in English:

1. To / in order to / so as to + inf 
 
• I´ll leave home early to get to work on time (informal).
• She´s studying so as to qualify as a lawyer (formal).
• He didn't tell her the truth so as not to / in order not to upset her 

2. i. So that + subject + can/will (present/future reference)

• She works hard so that she can pay the rent.
• He is studying English so that he will be able get a better job.
• Tie up the dog so that it won´t get out of the garden.

   ii. So that + subject + could/would (past reference)

• He gave me directions so that I could find his house easily.
• She gave the child a toy so that he would stop crying.
• She locked the door so that burglars couldn´t get in

3. With a view to/with the aim of + -ing form (formal expressions)

• He did a Master´s degree with the aim of applying for a managerial post when he had finished.

4. For + noun/-ing form (only used for the general use of things) 

• This is a knife for cutting bread.

5. i. In case + Present (present/future reference)

• I´ll write it down in case I forget it
   
   ii. In case + Past (past reference)  

• He took an umbrella in case it rained.

Other ways to express negative purpose

For fear/lest + might/should: 
• He didn’t say where he was going for fear he might be followed.

For fear of sth/doing sth: 
• He gave them all his money for fear of being shot.

Prevent + noun/pronoun + (from) + -ing form: 
• She put on her raincoat to prevent herself (from) getting soaked.

Avoid + -ing form: 
• He took  a taxi to work to avoid being late
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You will hear a man called Sid Holmes talking about a journalism course he attended. Fill in the blanks with an 
appropriate word or short phrase.

Journalism Course

Sid did the course in journalism that his (1) ................................. did.

On the first day, Sid had to do a reporting exercise about a man who was rescued from a (2) ................................ 
                      by helicopter.

An assistant editor from the (3) ................................. section of a local newspaper gave an interesting talk about  
                being a journalist.

Sid's main tutor had written a biography  of a famous local (4) .................................

Sid had an idea for an article about a man who makes (5) ................................. for young people to borrow.

Sid's first article was published in a (6) ................................. soon after he wrote it.

Sid had to report on a council meeting about proposed improvements to the (7) ................................. in the  
                      town.

One aspect of the course Sid didn't enjoy was the (8) ................................. classses.

Sid found it useful to chat to his classmates in the (9) ................................. at the college.

Sid now has a chance of getting a job at a (10) .................................

1. I didn´t tell her the bad news. I didn´t want to upset her.
avoid            I didn´t tell her the bad news ………………………………………….…………………… her.
2. Mary wrote out a shopping list. She didn´t want to forget anything.
that              Mary wrote out a shopping list ………………………………………………….. forget anything.
3. Paul trained hard every day. He wanted to be the best.
as                 Paul trained hard every day ………………………………………………………………. the best.
4. Lee gave up her job. She planned to continue her education.
view             Lee gave up her job …………………....………………………………………….. her education.
5. She turned the oven down. She didn’t want to burn the cakes.
might           She turned the oven down ……………………………………………………… burn the cakes.
6. He was saving all his money. He intended to buy a house.
aim               He was saving all his money ……………………………………………………………. a house.
7. Peter left the office early. He wanted to be at the cinema on time.
in                  Peter left the office early ………………….………………………………. at the cinema on time.
8. This is a pencil sharpener. You use is to sharpen pencils.
for                This is a pencil sharpener. It is used ……………………………………….………….. pencils.
9. I´ll bring a pack of cards. We might want to play later.
Case             I´ll bring a pack of cards …………………….………………………………………… play later.
10. We didn´t want to get stuck in a traffic jam so we bypassed the city centre.
Avoid           We bypassed the city centre …………………………………………………….. in a traffic jam.

EXAM:  Listening part 2.

Exercises
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What can exacerbate a cough?
Can you think of any infamous crime bosses?
Would you fearlessly go in a car with Fernando Alonso?
Are you fearful of heights?
Do you swear when you make a mistake?
 - What do you say?
Do you know how to steer a boat?
What is a mudslide?
Have you ever passed an exam because of sheer luck?
Where can you see rows of apple trees?
Do you eat oranges throughout the year?
What sort of landscape is there around here?
What do babies do before they walk?
Is it easy to scratch the screen of your phone?
Have you ever scraped your knees after falling over?
What is a window scraper?

EXACERBATE   INFAMOUS  
agravar    infame

FEARLESS   FEARFUL 
sin miedo   miedoso 

SWEAR   STEER
jurar/mal decir   conducir/dirigir

SLIDE    SHEER
deslizar    puro (auténtico)

ROW    THROUGHOUT
fila/remar   por todo

LANDSCAPE   CRAWL
paisaje    gatear

SCRATCH    SCRAPE 
rayar    raspar

VOCABULARY

What are the harmful effects of acid rain?
Which energy source is the most harmless for the environment?
Would you like to reside in a foreign country one day?
Tell me the names of some neighbouring towns, please.
Are you always attentive in clase or are you sometimes absent-minded?
Do people sometimes fall out over a misunderstanding?

WORD FORMATION
VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

harm harm harmful
harmless

harmfully
harmlessly

reside residence
resident

residential

neighbour
neighbourhood

neighbouring neighbourly

attend attention
attendance

(in)attentive (in)attentively

understand (mis)understanding understandable understandably
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In 1884, a small engineering firm was  (0)  .........  in a part  of  Manchester. Its owner had  (1)  ......... to 

complete only two years in formal education yet was still successfully (2) ......... a business. In 1903, he bought 

his first car but it did not meet his high (3)  ......... and, being an engineer, he could not (4) ......... having a go 

at improving it. By the following year he had designed a new car himself, and then started manufacturing this 

model. One of his cars came to the (5) ......... of a wealthy car salesman from an aristocratic background. He 

was (6) ......... impressed by the car and a meeting was (7) ......... between the two of them at the Midland Hotel 

in Manchester. The meeting was a success and the two men decided to go into business together. The name of 

the manufacturer was Henry Royce and that of the wealthy aristocrat, Charles Rolls - and so the world-famous 

brand, the luxurious Rolls-Royce, was (8)  .........  .

 

1 A passed  B achieved C managed D allowed

2 A arranging B running C working D dealing

3 A standards B rates  C levels  D ranks

4 A obstruct B resist  C oppose  D refuse

5 A attention B view  C interest  D attraction

6 A widely  B mainly  C greatly  D fully

7 A put out  B turned up C taken out D set up

8 A brought B originated C discovered D born

A New Partnership

Example: A settled    B established    C installed    D found

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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Reading is good (1) .......... us. In fact, there is plenty of evidence that reading for pleasure is more than just 

another leisure pursuit - it actually improves our mental and physical health. Reading extended texts (2) ......... as 

novels or biographies, (3) ......... requires intense concentration for a considerable period of time, helps to lengthen 

attention spans in children and improves their ability to think clearly. However, experts say (4) ......... is essential to 

acquire the habit of reading extensively (5) ......... a small child, while the brain is still developing.

Reading can undoubtedly  (6)  .........  beneficial to our  mental well-being. Reading not (7)  .........

helps combat feelings of loneliness, it also allows people to relax and forget their problems for

(8) ......... while. The concentration required during the act of reading seems to ease muscle tension and slow 

the heart rate. Researchers have found that just six minutes of reading can reduce stress levels by as (9)  ......... as 

two-thirds.

The Importance Of Reading

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
IN A FLASH  FOR LIFE
enseguida   de por vida

OUT OF CONTEXT  AT LARGE
fuera de contexto  en general 

IN TROUBLE  AT TIMES
en apuros   a veces

IN FULL SWING  ON TRIAL
en su apogeo   en juicio

Do the police fine people in a flash for not wearing 
masks in your area?
Do you think a diet is temporary or a change of eating 
habits for life?
Do you find it difficult to understand English words 
out of context?
Do you think life at large is harder now than in your 
grandparents time?
Did you use to get in trouble at school?
Do you wonder about life on other planets at times?
Can you think of an artist who is in full swing at the 
moment?
Can people who are on trial leave the country on 
holiday for example?
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  Lawrence MacEwen crouches down on his
Scottish island, the Isle of Muck. And so do I. An
Atlantic gale threatens to lift and blow us both
out like October leaves, over the steep cliff at our feet 
and across the bay 120m below, dropping
us in the surrounding ocean. Then MacEwen's 
sheepdog, Tie, creeps up and his blond, bearded ow-
ner strokes him with gentle hands. The howling wind, 
rage as it might, can't make this man uncomfortable 
here, on his island, where he looks - and is- perfectly at 
home.
  MacEwen is giving me a visual tour of his neigh-
bourhood. Nodding to the north, he yells 'that island 
is Eigg. The one to the west of it is the isle of Rum. It 
gets twice as much rain as we do.' I watch heavy clouds 
dump rain on its huge mountains. 'Just beyond Rum 
is the island of Soay.' 'I have sheep to move' MacEwen 
abruptly announces when rain drifts towards us. We 
start down the slopes. As we stride along he brings 
me up to speed on island details: Volcanic Muck is 
3km long and half as wide; its geese eat vast amounts 
of grass; and the MacEwens have been living here for 
3,000 years.
  Herding the sheep interrupts the flow of information. 
Tie, the sheepdog, is circling a flock of sheep - and not 
doing it well. 'Away to me, Tie. Away to me,' meaning 
the dog should circle to the right. He doesn't; he goes 
straight up the middle of the flock, creating confusion. 
'Tie.' MacEwen's voice drips disappointment. 'That will 
never do' The dog looks ashamed.
   The Isle of Muck is largely a MacEwen enterprise. 
Lawrence runs the farm with his wife, Jenny; son,
Colin, newly married, manages the island cottages; and 
daughter Mary runs the island hotel. Port Mor,
with her husband, Toby. Mary and Toby love the fact 
that their two boys can wander the island on their own 

and sail dinghies on summer days. 'They
go out of the door and come back only when they're 
hungry' But island life has its compromises. For one, 
electricity is only available part of the time. My first 
evening, I wait anxiously for the lights to turn on. The 
next morning I find Mary setting out breakfast by 
torchlight. But I cope with it - along with no mobile 
phone service. 'There is mobile reception on the hill,' 
Mary tells me. 'Most visitors try for a couple of days, 
then just put the phone in the drawer.' So do I.
  Everything on Muck seems delightfully improba-
ble. The boat today brings over the post - and three 
musicians, who hop off, carrying instruments. Their 
concert in the island tearoom proves a smash hit with 
the islanders present tapping their boots in time to 
the music. That night, sitting by a glowing fire as it 
rains outside. Lawrence MacEwen tells me now he 
met his wife, Jenny. Her father saw a small farm on 
the Isle of Soay advertised in the newspaper, and bou-
ght it without even looking at it. He'd never been to        
Scotland. Jenny was sent to manage it.' Did Jenny know
anything about running a farm. 'She had good typing 
skills.'
  I go to bed with rain and awake to more rain.But I 
eat well, virtually every bit of food coming from the 
tiny  island. Mary sends me down to fisherman Sandy      
Mathers for fresh fish. I carry It back through the village 
and deliver it to Mary at the kitchen doort. By 7 pm, 
our fish is on the table, delicious beyond reckoning. 
Also beyond reckoning: my ferry ride the following 
morning to my next island. Over the preceding two 
months, many of the scheduled ferries had been 
cancelled because of high seas. If my ferry didn't come, 
I'd be stuck on Muck for two more days. Which, now, 
phone or no phone, was what I secretly longed for.

line 75

The Isle of Muck 
Jim Richardson visits the Scottish island of Muck

EXAM:  Reading part 5 - Multiple Choice
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1. Why does the writer describe MacEwen stroking his dog? 
A to emphasise how bad MacEwen thought the weather was that day. 
B to show the dog was as frightened by the storm as MacEwan was. 
C to explain why MacEwen had risked going to the dangerous cliffs. 
D to demonstrate how relaxed MacEwen was despite the bad weather. 

2. According to the writer, the sheepdog's behaviour suggests that 
A it never obeys MacEwen. 
B it is afraid of MacEwen. 
C it is aware it should have done better. 
D it usually responds to loud commands. 

3. What is suggested about island life in the fourth paragraph? 
A People living there would like more visitors to help the economy. 
B People come to the island in search of employment. 
C People are too busy to do all the things they'd like to. 
D People don't mind putting up with some inconveniences. 

4. What attitude Is expressed by the writer in the fifth paragraph? 
A He is amused that people on the island share their feelings so openly. 
B He likes the way so many surprising things can happen on the island. 
C He approves of the way the islanders all socialise together. 
D He finds it strange that island farms are advertised in national newspapers. 

5. What does 'Which' refer to in line 75? 
A the writer's ferry ride. 
B the next island. 
C having to stay on the island. 
D a mobile phone. 

6. From the text as a whole, we find out the island of Muck 
A is a safe place for children to live. 
B has the highest level of rainfall in the area. 
C has an economy based solely on sheep. 
D is dependent on the outside world for its food. 
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VOCABULARY Which disposable products do you use?
Would you consider wearing a mask in a city to avoid 
breathing in exhaust fumes?
Can you think of any products or chemicals that have 
been banned?
What is a carbon footprint?
 Where is the nearest dump?
Does your country produce any fossil fuels?
What sort of wild life can be seen in your area?
Can you picture a grassy meadow in your mind?
 - What feelings does it invoke?
How does intensive farming lead to soil depletion?
What are the limitations of underdeveloped countries?
Are there any indigenous plants or trees in your area?
Have you ever seen an overgrown garden?
Has a gust of wind ever blown your hat off?

DISPOSABLE   FUMES  
desechable   gases

BAN    FOOTPRINT 
prohibir    huella 

DUMP    FOSSIL FUEL
vertedero   combustible fósil

WILD LIFE   MEADOW
fauna    pradera

SOIL    DEPLETION
tierra    disminuición

UNDERDEVELOPED  INDIGENOUS
subdesarrollado   autóctono

OVERGROWN  GUST 
crecido (mala hierba)  ráfaga

WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
RECOVER FROM    HIDE FROM    COVER WITH (IN DIRTY)
recuperarse de     esconderse de    cubrir de

REACT TO    VOTE FOR    BE ABOUT
reaccionar a     votar por     tratar de (pelicula..) 

RESIGN FROM   WISH FOR    NOTORIOUS FOR
dimitir de    desear      de mala fama 

How long does it take you to recover from a common cold?
Are you good at hiding your feelings from others?
Why do people cover furniture with sheets?
Have you ever been covered in paint?
How well do you react to critisism?
Do you think many people vote for politicians based on their appearance?
What is your favourite film about?
What would make you resign from a job?
If you found a magic lamp, what would you wish for?
What are dictators notorious for doing? 
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These pictures show people enjoying special moments in their lives.
Compare and contrast these photos and say:

Which of the people you think will remember this moment the longest?

EXAM:  Speaking part 2. - Long turn
Talk on your own about two photos for one minute. You will have to compare, describe, 
express opinions and speculate.
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These pictures show young people in their free time.

Compare and contrast these photos and say what they might enjoy about these activities.
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EXAM:  Writing part 2 - formal letter - complaint / application..
In the writing section part 2, you might be offered a letter of complaint, application or similar to write. These 
letters must have a formal register throughout which means: 
• No contracions
• No informal language
• Avoid phrasal verbs and 'get'
• Be polite

Salutation or Greeting

If you know the name of the person you are writing to, use the titles Mr., Mrs., Miss or Ms.(does not specify a 
marriage status) and the surname followd by a comma.
Dear Mr Jameson, or Dear Miss Bennet,
If you do not know the recipients name, begin with 'Dear sir,' or 'Dear Madame,'.

Body
Opening:
In the first paragraph, you should state the reason(s) for writing and, if necessary make a reference to an advertise-
ment you have seen, a previous letter or email etc.

Letter of Application
Dear Mrs Marble, I am writing with reference to the job vacancy I saw published in the local newspaper...
Dear Mr Hubles, I would like to apply for the job advertised on your website...

Letter of Complaint
Dear Sir/Madame, I am writing to complain about a recent product I bought...
Dear Sir/Madame, I would like to express my dissatisfaction with your product...

Letter of Reply
Dear Mr Rigles, I am writing with regard to your letter of 25th May
Dear Mrs Polty, I am writing in response to your letter of 25th May

Main Content
The rest of the letter should be organised into clear, coherent paragraphs.
This is an example of a 'letter of application':
1. Salutation
2. Opening (why you are writing)
3. About you (age, education, experience...)
4. Reason for applying (why you are suitable for the position)
5. Conclusion (your availability for interview, further questions..)
6. Closing
7. Final salutation
8. Name and surname
Closing
The end of your letter is as important as the beginning. Here, you usually state what you would like the recipient 
to do such as: write back to you, give you a refund, give you some additional information.
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience...
I would like to receive a full refund immediately...
Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me..
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Final Salutation
If you have used the recipients name 'Dear Mr Rigsby', your final salutation is: 
Yours sincerely,

If you have addressed the recipient with 'Dear Sir/Madame', your final salutation is:
Yours faithfully,

Then sign your name and write it under your signature in clear letters.

Useful Expressions
Asking politely
I would be grateful if you could tell me...
I would be interested in having more details regarding...

Talking about yourself
I would like to highlight my abilities to...
What stands out in my experience is...
One thing I have always been complimented on is...

Summer Camp Helpers Wanted!

ABC summer camp is looking for assistants to work with teenagers aged 14-16 years from all over the world. 
We are looking for someone who:

Has an interest in outdoor activities and sport
Is friendly responsible and adaptable
Speaks at least two languages including English
Has previous experience with young people

If you would like to be considered for the position, please write to Mrs Hayes before the end of June.
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PHRASAL VERBS

VOCABULARY

TAKE PART IN   DROP OUT   SAIL THROUGH 
participar   abandonar (curso..)  lograr con facilidad

CROSS OUT   DEAL WITH   TAKE UP
tachar    tratar con/resolver  empezar (actividad)

GO OVER    FALL BEHIND   READ UP ON 
revisar algo   quedarse atrás   documentarse

Have you taken part in a school sporting event?
 -Did you drop out?
Why do people drop out of courses?
How can you guarantee that you will sail through your B2 exam?
Do you tend to cross words out or do you prefer using Tippex?
How do you deal with stressful situations?
Would you like to take up learning another language?
Is there any grammar point you would like me to go over?
If you fall behind your classmates, what should you do?
When was the last time you read up on a specific subject?

When you pass your B2 exam, will you carry on studying 
until you have your C1 certificate?
How do you feel when you fail an exam?
What qualifications do you need to fly a plane?
What is a prefect?
How expensive are public schools in your country?
Do you have to pay to go to a state school?
What is a boarding school?
What kind of qualification can you get at a college?
Did you go to an all boys/girls school?
What English homework assignment do you like the 
least?
 - And the best?
What was your mark in your last writing?
 - How could you have got a higher mark?
What is multi-tasking?
Were you fearful of the headmaster of your primary 
school?
Does having a degree guarantee getting a job?

PASS    FAIL
aprobar    suspender

QUALIFICATIONS  PREFECT
estudios    delegado 

PUBLIC SCHOOL  STATE SCHOOL
colegio privado   colegio público

BOARDING SCHOOL COLLEGE
internado   F.P. / facultad

CO-EDUCATIONAL  ASSIGNMENT
colegio mixto (co-ed)  tarea

MARK / GRADE  TASK
nota    tarea

HEADMASTER  DEGREE    
director (colegio)  carrera

LESSON 7

The teacher and the taught
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The Importance Of Laughter

Psychologists  tell  us  that  humour  and  laughter  (1)  .....................  good  for  our  social  relationships. 

Having a good sense of  humour  is often  regarded (2)  ..................... being one of  the  most  important 

characteristics that  people look (3)  ..................... in a friend. In classrooms,  a humorous teacher can make 

learning far (4) ..................... enjoyable and improve a student's motivation.

In one study, students on a psychology course (5) ..................... split into two different groups: one group was 

taught with a certain amount of humour, and the other with (6) ..................... humour at all. Later, when 

researchers tested the students to see how much they had retained of (7) ..................... they had heard in the 

lectures, they found that those (8) ..................... had attended lectures containing humour scored significantly 

higher than the other students.

Humour and laughter make us feel happy, and our laughter makes others laugh as (9) ..................... ,

so if we laugh a lot we may be helping to make other people feel happy.

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 

Flying has always had a (1) ......... for me. During my childhood I was  often  taken to  

air  shows, where  I  could  see planes close  up and  even go  inside  them.  However,  it  

was  not  until I was twenty that I made the (2) ......... to apply for an eighteen-month 

training course to  become  a  pilot. 

There  was no  funding  available  for  students  on  this  course  so  (3) ......... I had to 

wait six months for a suitable job(4) ......... , but then the

(5) ......... I had shown was rewarded when I got a job with a large airline.

I've been a pilot for three years now, and I remain just as (6) ......... about flying. I love 

the modern jet aircraft with all their sophisticated equipment  as  well as the (7)  .......  

of  challenges  that  occur  on a (8) ......... basis. And, of course, it's wonderful to visit 

places all over the world, not to mention the (9) ......... views I get when I'm flying.

FASCINATE

DECIDE

FORTUNATE

VACANT

COMMIT

ENTHUSIASM

VARY

DAY 

SPECTACLE

A Man Happy In His Work
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WORD FORMATION

VOCABULARY

What sort of products are produced in your area?
How can we motivate workers to be more productive?
What is your greatest achievement in life so far?
How achievable are your goals?
What would your dream occupation look like?
What kind of occupational hazzards do police officers have to face?
What is the salary for an entry-level teacher?
Would you accept a job in cold country cleaning beaches without a salary?

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

produce production
producer

productive
produced

productively

achieve achievement
achiever

achievable

occupy occupation
occupant

occupational
occupied

enter entrance
entry

refuse refusal

How long does it take to attain a PhD.?
What sort of people are illiterate?
Have you ever received a scholarship?
Did you ever play truant at school?
 - Were you ever caught?
When did you enroll on this course?
 -Is it as good as you expected?
How many people are present at university lectures?
How long does it take an undergraduate to get a degree?
What is a dissertation?
How much research is being done into global warming?
What are the criteria to get a student grant in your 
country?
Is it worth cheating in exams?
How much English tuition do you receive weekly?
How quickly do you think a person can attain the B2 
certificate from scratch?
Have you ever applied for a job?

PhD.    ILLITERATE
doctorado   analfabeto

SCHOLARSHIP  PLAY TRUANT
beca de estudios (por merito) haver novillos 

ENROL  (ENROLL A.E.) LECTURE
matricularse   clase (universidad)

UNDERGRADUATE  DISSERTATION
estudiante de grado  tesis

RESEARCH   GRANT
investigar   beca (necesidad)

CHEAT    TUITION
hacer trampas   clases 

ATTAIN   APPLY FOR  
conseguir/lograr  solicitar
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Dr Joseph Bell

Example: A late    B previous    C closing    D final

Dr Joseph Bell was a distinguished Scottish doctor and professor  at  Edinburgh  University  in the (0)  ......... 

nineteenth century. He had remarkable powers of observation and deduction.   This

(1) ......... him to accumulate useful information about patients in a very (2) ......... space of time.

He was very  good  at  (3)  .........  where  his  patients  were from  by  identifying  small  differences in  their  

accents.  He  could  also  (4)  .........  a  patient's  occupation  from  marks  on  their  hand. He claimed to  be able to 

(5)  ......... a sailor from a soldier just from the way they moved. If  he identified a person as a sailor  he would look  

for  any  tattoos that  might assist  him  in knowing where their travels had (6) ......... them.

Dr Bell's skills for observation and deduction (7) ......... a great impression on his students, particularly on one 

called Arthur Conan Doyle. Conan Doyle went on to create  the famous fictional detective Sherlock Holmes, whose 

character was (8) ......... on that of  Dr  Bell.

1 A enabled  B authorised C guaranteed D caused

2 A small  B rapid  C narrow  D short

3 A showing off B working out C setting down D turning up

4 A relate  B acknowledge C solve  D determine

5 A change  B differ  C distinguish D contrast

6 A transported B brought C conveyed D taken

7 A set  B made  C formed  D put

8 A applied  B established C based  D written

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
BY THE TIME  IN FLOWER
para cuando   en flor

IN ACTION   ON FIRE
en acción   en llamas 

AT THE AGE OF  AT HAND
en la edad de   a mano

OUT OF WORK  FOR CERTAIN
desempleado   con seguridad

Collocations and phrases
Give birth    dar a luz
Give and take   dar y recibir
Soul mate     alma gemela
Bear a striking resemblance  tener un parecido con
Vivid imagination   imaginación potente
Show true colours   mostrar su verdadera naturaleza
Swallow your pride   tragarse el orgullo
Speak your mind   decir lo que piensas

Do you hope you will have retired by the time you 
are 60?
When are the fruit trees in flower in your area?
Have you ever seen a famous sportsperson in action?
Have you ever seen a car on fire?
Did you know Van Gogh died at the age of 37 from 
a self inflicted gun shot?
Do you always like to have a notebook at hand?
Are there more or fewer people out of work in the 
summer season in your area?
How do we know for certain that the Americans 
went to the moon in 1969?

Why do some mothers choose to give birth in water? 
Why is it important to have some give and take in a romantic relationship?
Do you believe it's possible to meet your soul mate?
Does anyone in your family bear a striking resemblance to a famous person?
Do you have a vivid imagination?
 - Do you think you can develop one?
In what kind of situations do people show their true colours?
When do people have to swallow their pride?
Are you the kind of person who likes to speak their mind?
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EXAM:  Listening part 3.
You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about collecting things as a hobby.
For questions 1 - 5, choose from the list (A-H) why each speaker collects the things. 
There are 3 extra letters which you do not need to use.

A I enjoy the challenge.

B It means I spend time with my family.

C It's a way of meeting interesting people.

D I want to help the local community.

E I use my collection to teach other people.

F It's a financial investment.

G It connects me to the past.

H I like to have beautiful things.

Speaker 1

Speaker 2

Speaker 3

Speaker 4

Speaker 5

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
CONCERNED ABOUT  BEG FOR    CROWDED WITH
preocupado por     suplicar a    repleto de

ASHAMED OF   DEFICIENT IN    EAGER FOR
avergonzado de    deficiente en     ansioso 

ECONOMISE ON   IMPACT ON    LEAN ON
economizar    efecto en     apoyarse en

OCCUR TO    PERSIST IN    RHYME WITH
ocurrírsele a     persistir     rima con

Are you concerned about the political situation in your country?
Have you ever begged for forgiveness?
Is your area ever crowded with tourists?
 - If so, do you mind?
Are you ashamed of any aspect of your character?
Is your diet deficient in vegetables?
Are you always eager for the summer in winter and vice-versa?
How could you economise on your monthly expenditures?
How much do you think sleep has an impact on overall health?
Who do you lean on when you need support?
Has it ever occured to you that most people spend their lives in pursuit of happiness?
Do you believe that you can achieve whatever you want if you persist in it?
Can you think of a word that rhymes with 'time'?



1. The team were so good that we couldn’t beat them.
such                  They were …………………………………………….. we couldn’t beat them.
2. It was such a boring film that we left in the middle.
so                      The film ……………………………………………………………….we left in the middle.
3. He has a new job offer abroad, that is the reason he is leaving.
that                   He has a new job offer abroad …………………………………………… leaving.
4. Our car broke down so we were very late.
as   Our car broke down and, ………………………………………………………… very late.
5. She was too insistent for us to ignore her.
so                    She was …………………………………………………………………… couldn't ignore her.
6. They couldn’t go to the post office because of a snowstorm.
on                   They couldn´t go to the post office ………………………………………………. snowstorm.
7. Pete lost his job becuase he was always late arriving
grounds          Pete lost his job …………………………………………… always arrived late.
8. There were too many people for me so I left early.
so                    There were ……………………………………………………………… left early
9. The was too much sugar in that coffee for me to drink
so                    There was ……………………………………………………….....… couldn’t drink that coffee.
10. He was promoted because he had worked so hard
to                      He was promoted ………………………………………………………………. work.

Grammar: Clauses of Reason and Result
Clauses of reason describe why something happened described in the main clause. If we put the clause at 
the beginning of the sentence, it is followed by a comma.

• As / since / because + subject + verb
We should have something to eat as/since/because we won't have time later.
• Because of / owing to / due to / on account of + noun or + v -ing or the fact that + subject + verb
Owing to his company's success, he has been able to retire early.
• That's (is) why + subject + verb
I wasn't invited, that's why I didn't go.
• On the grounds that + subject + verb
The judge didn't make him pay the fine on the grounds that he had a low income and a daughter to feed.

Clauses of result indicate the result of an action or situation. 

As a result / as a consequence / consequently / therefore 
There were far too many people at the party and as a result, the police came and stopped it.
• So + adjective + that
Nancy's husband is so funny that he had the whole family in tears during the meal.
• Such a + adj + noun + that
It was such an enrichening experience that I have booked my next ticket already
• So many + noun + that
There were so many bargain hunters at the January sales that the police had to come to help control them
• So much + noun + that
There is so much sugar in so called 'soft drinks' that you are literally poisoning yourself everytime you drink one.
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VOCABULARYWhat does a comprehensive English course consist of?
Which artistic subjects were in your curriculum at school?
How do you schedule English into your daily routine?
How do you feel before sitting an exam?
Have you ever had to do retakes after the summer?
How pragmatic is the English course you are studying?
How can we make young people accountable for their 
studies?
Do you think outgoing people have more opportunities?
How did your teachers use to threaten you at school?
What sort of punishments did your teachers use?
- Do you think I should punish you for not studying?
How do you organise yourself to meet deadlines?
What sort of things do children do during a detention?
How do children take advantage of supply teachers?
What options are there for further education in your 
country?

COMPREHENSIVE  CURRICULUM
completo   currículo

TIMETABLE/SCHEDULE SIT (EXAM)
horario    hacer 

RETAKE   PRAGMATIC
recuperación (examen)  práctico

ACCOUNTABLE  OUTGOING
responsable (de algo)  extrovertido

THREATEN   PUNISH
amenazar   castigar

DEADLINE   DETENTION
fecha límite   castigo  

SUPPLY TEACHER  FURTHER  
profesor de sustitución  adicional

Be
 Good!
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At the top or a hill called Mount Lee in Los Angeles 
on the west coast or the USA is a very famous sign, 
recognisable to people around the world. My job is 
to look after this sign. It says Hollywood and that's of 
course the place where films have been made for over 
a hundred years. The first film was made there in 1907 
and by 1912, at least 15 independent studios could be 
found making films around town.

The film industry continued to grow and the name 
Hollywood, which by the 1920s represented not just 
a city but also an industry and a lifestyle, was made 
official when the 'Hollywoodland' sign was erected
in  1923.  It was only supposed to last about a year.
(1) ..................!But it wasn't always. It started out as a
massive billboard advertising an upscale suburban
development  called Hollywoodland.

In the 1940s, TV started to become popular and some 
Hollywood film studios closed, but then TV compa-
nies moved in and took them over. At this point, the 
city of Los Angeles decided to renovate the sign. The 
letters spelling 'land' were removed and the rest was 
repaired. Modern Hollywood was
born. The letters in the sign weren't straight and still 
aren't. (2) ........................ They follow the shape of
Mount Lee and this is part or their fame.
 
I am  responsible  for maintaining  and  protecting
the sign. (3) ........................When I first arrived in 
1989, security was pretty low-tech - we put up a fence

around the sign to stop trespassers messing with it. But 
people just jumped over the fence. The back of the sign 
was black with graffiti - there was barbed wire across it, 
but they still got through. So I decided to improve the 
effectiveness of the security.
Now we have motion-detectors and cameras. 
Everything goes via the internet to a dedicated sur-
veillance team watching various structures around the 
city. (4) .........................  But they can get a closer look 
on one of my regular tours.

It's also important to protect the sign's image as it's
used in loads of adverts and news pieces. There's a  
simple  rule  about  how the  sign  can  be used.
(5) ............................ However, it  mostly  comes 
down  to the look. To take a different example, if you 
used
'Hollywood' in the name of your company it would 
depend what the word looked like, whether it was just 
spelled out or whether the image of the sign itself was 
used.

People call up with the most ridiculous ideas. They 
want to light the sign, paint it pink, or cover it in 
something to promote their product. You'll get a really 
enthusiastic marketing executive call up, terribly exci-
ted because they think they're the first person  to think 
or this or that  idea. (6) ........................ That's because  
we don't like to change the  image and we hope it will 
have the same significance for generations to come.

The sign on a hill

You are going to read a newspaper article about the Hollywood sign in the United States of America. 
Six sentences have been removed from the article. 
Choose from the sentences A-H the one which fits each gap (1-6). 
There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

A. Even so, people still try to climb over the
barrier, mostly innocent tourists surprised that 
you can't walk right up to the sign

B. They mostly get turned down

C. If one of them ever fell down, I would have to 
put it back up at exactly the same angle

D. We used to have real problems

E. Things have changed a lot since then

F. It's still there, of course, and is a symbol of the 
entertainment world

G. If the purpose is commercial - to promote 
something - payment has to be made

EXAM: Reading part 6 - gapped text
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• How are other cultures different from yours?

• What experience do you have of different cultures?

• What part of your culture do you disagree with?

• Tell me something you like about another culture that isn't in yours?

• How do western cultures differ from eastern ones?

• How has the culture changed in your country compared to your parents' generation?

EXAM:  Speaking part 4. - Collaborative Task
In this part you have to practise exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/
or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, evaluating and reaching a decision through negotiation

Is it important to learn 
about other cultures?

travelling to 
other

 countries

educating 
ourselves

work 
opportunities

making 
friends

 speaking 
languages
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EXAM: Writing part 1 (compulsory question) - Essay.

In your English class, you have been talking about learning history at school. 
Now, your English teacher has asked you to write an essay.

Write an essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view. 

'Everyone should be taught history of their own country.' 
• Do you agee?

Notes
Write about:

1. what people can learn from the past
2. it's more important to think about the future
3. ... (your own idea)
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PHRASAL VERBS

VOCABULARY

QUEUE UP   SELL OUT   TRY ON
hacer cola   agotar existencias  probar (ropa) 

SPLASH OUT   DO UP    TUCK IN
tirar la casa por la ventana renovar (casas..)   engullir 

SAVE UP FOR    COME INTO   GET BY 
ahorrar para algo  heredar    arreglarselas

Do you enjoy queuing up?
 - How do you entertain yourself?
What sort of products sell out quickly?
Do you always try clothes on before buying them?
Why do people splash out at Christmas?
Are there any rooms that need doing up in your house?
What kind of food do you enjoy tucking in to?
Are you saving up for anything at the moment?
If you came into a fortune, would you give away any money?
Do you know enough English to get by in an English speaking country?

LESSON 8

Clicks and Bricks 
What currency do they have in Japan?
What kind of machines do you put tokens in?
What is the exchange rate for a quid in your currency?
Where can you withdraw money when the banks are 
closed?
Where do people keep valuable items and money at 
home?
Have you ever applied  for a loan?
 - How much was the interest rate?
What does to be in debt mean?
When is your phone bill due?
Can you name a shop where I can pawn things?
How long is the average mortgage?
What is the first thing you would do if you inherited a 
fortune from an unknown relative?
Who is the heir to the throne in your country?
What kind of things do well-off people do?

CURRENCY   TOKEN
moneda    ficha

QUID (inf.)   WITHDRAW
libra esterlina   retirarse 

SAFE    LOAN
caja fuerte   prestamo

EXCHANGE RATE  DEBT
tipo de cambio   deuda

DUE    PAWN
previsto    empeñar

MORTGAGE   INHERIT
hipoteca   heredar

HEIR(ESS)   WELL-OFF  
heredero/a   pudiente
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EXAM:  Listening part 4.

You will hear an interview with a scientist called Peter Crane, who is talking about an ancient tree called the 
Gingko.
For questions 1-7, choose the best answer (A, B, or C).

1. What first interested Peter about the Gingko tree?

A How its leaves grow
B The family it belongs to
C What's known about its history

2. What does Peter say about the Gingko tree in ancient China?

A It wasn't originally grown for its nuts.
B It wasn't common before people started growing it.
C It was one of the earliest plants to be grown there.

3. When asked about the medical uses of Gingko, Peter says

A Researchers in different parts of the world disagree about it.
B Scientists have failed to identify any positive effects.
C Some parts of the plant help the brain to function.

4. Why are there so many Gingko trees in cities all over the world?

A They don't suffer from problems that usually affect trees there.
B Other trees can't survive if they are too close to the species.
C People take more trouble to look after them than other trees.

5. Peter says that street trees benefit by providing 

A Some protection from the sun.
B A reduction in traffic noise.
C Increased privacy.

6. Peter says people can help other species of plant to survive by

A Leaving plants to grow in the wild.
B Protecting them from plant eating animals.
C Growing them in many different places.

7. How does Peter's work influence the way he thinks about the world?

A It makes him feel concerned about the future of human beings.
B It reminds him that human beings are a relatively new species.
C It allows him to understand why human beings focus on the present.
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VOCABULARY Do you have to pay for a trolley in all shops?
What sort of packaging does meat come in?
What are your local supermarket’s opening hours?
Are there many houses on sale in your area?
What kind of things do you purchase online?
Do you always keep your receipts?
Do you buy all your groceries in the same shop?
Do shops always give you a refund if you  aren’t satisfied 
with a product?
What are dairy products?
When can cashiers refuse to give you a refund?
Do you ever use the express lane at the supermarket 
checkout?
Where are groceries kept before they go to the 
supermarkets?
When do you use shopping basket instead of a trolley?
Have you ever received a fake banknote?
 - What did you do with it?

TROLLEY   PACKAGING
carro    envoltorio

OPENING HOURS  ON SALE
horas de apertura  en venta 

PURCHASE   RECEIPT
compra/comprar  ticket de caja

GROCERIES    REFUND   
productos alimenticios  reembolso

DAIRY PRODUCTS  CASHIER
productos lácteos  cajera/o

CHECKOUT   WAREHOUSE
caja (supermercado)  almacén

SHOPPING BASKET  FAKE   
cesta de la compra  falsificación

The SUPER markets
Of all the revolutionary changes in our lives (1) ................... the past fifty years, the introduction of supermarket 

shopping is surely (2) ................... most significant. Although it is less (3) ................... fifty years since the first 

self-service store opened (4) ................... doors in south London. (5) ................... most of us nowadays, the 

supermarket plays an important (6) ................... in our daily lives. (7) ................... fact, some people's support 

of a particular supermarket can be (8) ................... strong as their support of their favourite football club.

Layout and image are of vital importance for any supermarket. Fruit, vegetables, flowers and house-plants 

are usually displayed  immediately inside the (9) ................... to the store, (10) ................... the fact that the 

majority of goods sold by a supermarket are frozen, tinned or preserved. This suggests an image (11) ................... 

freshness, healthy eating and even greenness. We are led (12) ................... tempting displays to the basics - tea, 

bread, sugar, eggs - which are frequently placed well apart and (13) ................... the back of the store which    

encourages (14) ................... to move around and buy the more overpriced products with appealing labels     

(15) ................... packaging.   

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 
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New Words For A Dictionary

Example: A inviting    B attracting    C involving     D appealing

The editors of a new online dictionary are (0) ........the public to submit words that they would like to see in the 

dictionary. People are already sending in words, some of which they have (1) ......... themselves - these will almost 

certainly not (2) ......... in the dictionary!

When a new word is submitted, editors check newspapers, radio, television and social networks to see how (3) 

......... the word is used. They also (4) ......... whether the word is likely to remain in use for more than one or two 

years. The evidence they collect will help them decide whether or not to put it in the dictionary.

Editors will (5) ......... feedback on any words submitted by the public. Even words not accepted will

(6) ......... to be monitored over the following year. Editors need to be (7) .........of new words which emerge from 

areas such as popular culture and technology, so that their dictionary is a genuine

(8) ......... of the current language.

1 A set out  B made up C brought out D come up

2 A include  B show  C consist  D appear

3 A totally  B widely  C fully  D vastly

4 A consider B regard  C prove  D rate

5 A state  B tell  C provide  D inform

6 A keep  B rest  C last  D continue

7 A familiar  B aware  C alert  D experience

8 A mark  B copy  C reflection D imitation

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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Collocations and phrases
In demand    en demanda/popular
At least    por lo menos
Take no notice of sth.   no hacer caso
Make a profit    obtener beneficios
Large amount of   gran cantidad de (incont.)
Charge sb. for sth.   cobrar a alg. por algo
At your own expense  por cuenta propia
In charge of sth.   a cargo de algo

Name a singer which is in demand at the moment, please.
At least how much money do you need to buy an Iphone?
If you saw someone stealing from a shop, would you take no notice?
How do people make a profit on Youtube?
In which countries can you find a large amount of pollution?
How much do they charge you to change your screen?
Would you mind working in a different region at your own expense?
Who is in charge of a hotel?

EXAM:  Writing part 2 - Review, Article or report (choose 1)
1. You recently saw this notice in young people's magazine:

Music reviews wanted!

• Have you been to a concert recently?
• We'd love to hear about it. 
• Tell us about the performance and whether you would recommend it to other people.

3. You see this announcement on an English-language travel website.

Articles Wanted

A day in the city!
• We are looking for articles written by people who can tell visitors how to have a good time in a city in your 

country.
• Write us an article including what visitors can do, what they can see, how they can travel around and 

please mention gastronomy.
The best articles will be published on our website.

4. Your English teacher has asked you to write a report on transport facilities in your area.
In your report, you should:
• Describe the existing transport services
• Say what is good and bad about them
• Suggest how they could be improved in the future.

Write your report



WORD FORMATION

What soft drinks have an unmistakable taste?
Have you ever mistakenly video called someone?
Can you think of a film with a predictable ending?
Do you have endless hours to study English?
Do you think the government of your country does enough to improve poverty?
When was the last time you felt poorly?
Do you accept constructive critisism without getting defensive?
Do you want me to be critical of your writings?
Do you always wait patiently in a queue or does it depend how many items you have?

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

mistake mistake (un)mistakable mistakenly

end end
ending

endless endlessly

impoverish poverty
poor

poorly
poor

poorly

critisize criticism
critic

critical critically

patience patient patiently

I have been a keen (1) .......... for about nine years. When I began cycling, I found the 

flat roads easy but the hills almost (2) .......... . Surprisingly, now  it's the opposite. A  

long flat ride can be both dull and (3) .......... as you never experience that fantastic 

feeling of freedom when speeding downhill. Years ago, going uphill left me (4) ........... 

Now I have learned to take hills slowly and steadily.

When  I set off,  I'm full of energy and the first  hundred metres are (5) .......... , the 

next couple of kilometres a bit tiring, but on the whole the experience is very 

(6) .......... .

Cycling is (7) .......... any other forms of exercise I have tried; it is never a chore but 

always a (8) ........... The physical benefits are obvious but the mental benefits are 

(9) .......... important; when you are travelling calmly at a sensible speed, you breathe 

fresh air, have time to think and can relax.

CYCLE 

POSSIBLE

EXHAUST

BREATHE

MARVEL

ENJOY

LIKE 

PLEASE 

EQUAL

Cycling

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 
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1. Tom, wouldn’t it be a good idea to take the students swimming tomorrow?
how
Tom, ……...........................…………...........................…… the students swimming tomorrow?

2.  Miss Jones first came to teach us a month ago.
for
Miss Jones ……...........................…………...........................…… a month now.

3. We are noticing a rise in the cost of living again.
appears
The cost of living ……...........................…………...........................…… again.

4.  While we were going home, we had an accident.
way
We ……...........................…………...........................…… home when we had an accident.

5. I’m worried about that bruise on your hand.
look
I don’t ……...........................…………....................…… that bruise on your  hand.

6.  Susan has had no success with her plans to work abroad, unfortunately.
through
Susan’s plans to work abroad ……...........................…………...........................… , unfortunately.

7. ‘Don’t forget to phone tomorrow,’ said my mother.
told
My mother ……...........................…………...........................…… to phone the next day.

8. ‘Did anyone notice anything unusual?’ asked the police officer.
if
The police officer wanted to ……...........................…………...........................…… anything  unusual.

9.  Whatever you do, don’t lift that heavy suitcase.
up
I’d advise you not ……...................……...........................…… that heavy suitcase.

10. Maybe John has not remembered about tonight’s party.
could
I suppose John ……...........................…………...............…… about tonight’s party.
 

EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 
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PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
ON THE INCREASE AT A PROFIT
aumentando   con ganancia

IN A TICK   IN VAIN
enseguida   en vano 

UNDER PRESSURE OFF LIMITS
bajo presión   prohibido

OUT OF STOCK  ON LOAN 
agotado   prestado

WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
(MAKE) USE OF   SURRENDER TO   REMOVE FROM
hacer uso de     rendirse a    quitar de

RAVE ABOUT    SICK OF     MISTAKE SB. FOR
poner por las nubes    harto de     confundir alg. por alg. 

GOOD TO SB.   EXCELLENT AT   DO STH. ABOUT
bueno con    excelente en     hacer algo al respecto

DEAL WITH    CAPABLE OF    AMOUNT TO
tratar con    capaz de     ascender a

Is the sale of houses on the increase in your area?
Have you ever sold anything at a profit?
What does a 'back in a tick' sign mean on a shop door?
Have you ever tried in vain to buy something you 
really wanted?
Do you work well under pressure?
Which areas of your school were off limits?
What products were out of stock first during the 
pandemic?
Do you ever get clothes on loan from your siblings?

Do you make use of discount cupons from retailers?
Do you ever surrender to your gut feelings?
Do you think betting shops should be removed from shopping centres?
Can you think of a product everyone is raving about at the moment?
Are you sick of receiving publicity from chain stores?
Have you ever mistaken somebody for somebody else?
 - How did you feel?
Can you name a retailer that is famous for being good to its customers?
Do you think being excellent at selling is a natural talent?
Do you think shops should do something about the plastic and paper they use?
How do shops deal with shoplifters?
Are you capable of letting someone push in in front of you?
How much does your grocery shopping generally amount to?
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Grammar: Adjective / Adverb Comparisons
• As .... as

She is feeling as right as rain

• Not as ... as
This phone's camera isn't as good as the last one I had

• Such a(n) ... (noun) as
It wasn't such a bad idea as I thought

• The same as

She's using the same technology as me

• look, sound, smell, taste + like

That looks like a really interesting book

• The + comparative ..., the + comparative ...

The earlier I get up the more energetic I feel

• Comparative + and + comparative

Petrol prices are getting higher and higher

Quantum physics just gets more and more difficult

• Prefer + v-ing (or noun) to v-ing (or noun)

She prefers living in the city centre to commuting every day.

• Would prefer + to-inf + rather than + inf (without to) 

I would prefer to stay at home rather than go to an expensive restaurant.

• Would rather/sooner + inf (without to) + than + inf (without to)

He would rather take his exam this month than wait another year.

• Clause + whereas/while + clause (comparison by contrast)

Jane only eats in vegetarian restaurants while her sister is much more flexible.
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1. Wouldn’t you prefer to get a takeaway than have to cook tonight?
sooner                        Wouldn’t you ………………………………………………….. have to cook tonight?
2. If we stay longer, we can spend more time sightseeing.     
the                              The …………………………………………….……. time we can spend sightseeing. 
3. I´d rather go home than go to the cinema.
than                            I´d prefer ………………………………………………………..... go to the cinema.
4. In some countries men and women are paid the same.
as                                In some countries women ……………………………………………………….. men.
5. John and I have received the same number of job offers.
many                          I have received ………………………………………………………………… John.
6. Last night I felt more tired than ever.
as                                I have ………………………………………………………………… I did last night. 
7. Tony finds history easier than geography.
not                              Geography ………………………………………………………….. history for Tony.
8. As he gests older, he becomes less tolerant.
the                             The …………………………………………………………….. tolerant he becomes.
9. I love going to football matches but my sister prefers going to tennis tournaments.
whereas  I love going to football matches …………………………….....to tennis tournaments.
10. I like being self-employed. It’s better than working for someone else.
to   I prefer …………………………………………………………….. for someone else.
11. My grandfather is getting less and less patient as he gets older.
impatient  My grandfather is getting …………………………………………… as he gets older.
12. Martha and Julie have the same views.
as    Martha’s views …………………………………………… Julie’s
13. I think I would prefer to leave rather than wait until he comes.
sooner   I think I …………………………………………… until he comes.
14. If we climb higher, the view will be better.
the    The …………………………………………… the view will be.
15. I don’t like it when you snore at night.
rather   I …………………………………………… snore at night.
16. I’m not happy that you didn’t say sorry to your aunt.
apologised  I would sooner …………………………………………… your aunt.
17. This soup has a similar taste to my mother's soup.
like   This soup …………………………………………… soup.
18. The film wasn't too bad after all
such   It was …………………………………………… after all.

Fill in the blanks with 2-5 words including the word given.

EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 
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These pictures show people taking photos.

Compare and contrast these photos and say why you think these people are taking 
photos in these situations.

EXAM:  Speaking part 2. - Long turn
Talk on your own about two photos for one minute. You will have to compare, describe, 
express opinions and speculate.
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These pictures show different professions.

Compare and contrast these photos and say what you think is difficult about these jobs.
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VOCABULARY Why do shopping centres pose a threat to traditional 
retailers?
Do you know of any retail outlets that were forced to 
close in the pandemic?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of malls?
Why do you think the future of newsagent's is 
endangered?
What sort of repairs do cobbler's carry out on shoes?
 - What else do they do?
Do you prefer to go to the local fishmonger's or do you 
buy everything in the supermarket?
What services do stationer's provide?
Do you enjoy going to the D.I.Y. store?
What sort of products are pricey at Christmas time?
Do shops give you the hanger when you buy garments?
When was the last time you went to a car showroom?
 - Do you like sitting in the cars you can't afford?
What sort of luxury goods do rich people flaunt?
How often do you 'get on the scales'?

RETAILER   RETAIL OUTLET
minorista   local de venta

MALL    NEWSAGENT'S
centro comercial (A.E.)  kiosko (prensa) 

COBBLER'S   FISHMONGER'S
tienda zapatero   pescadería

STATIONER'S    DIY STORE   
papelería   ferretería

PRICEY   HANGER
caro (informal)   percha

GARMENT   SHOWROOM
prenda    sala exposiciones

LUXURY GOODS   SCALES  
artículos de lujo   bascula
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EXAM:  Reading part 7 - Multiple Matching

When I'm cycling on my own I stuff my pockets with 
bananas and protein bars. On the longest rides I'll eat 
something every half an hour. For heavier training it's 
physically impossible to get enough energy from food 
alone, so you do rely on energy drinks. One develo-
pment in sports nutrition since I've been competing 
is the focus on the importance of protein. Cycling is 
much more weight-orientated than the swimming I 
used to do, which means I need to eat differently now. 
Protein feeds the muscles but keeps them as lean as 
possible. I've been an athlete for 20 years so healthy 
eating is normal for me, but that's not to say I don't 
get a tasty take-away meal from time to time. I've just 
learned to spot the meals that will provide what I need. 
It's simple things like steering clear of the creamy sau-
ces and making sure I get lots of veg.

Everyone says:  'As  a  runner  you  must be on a really 
strict diet.  Do  you  only  eat  salad? Are you allowed 
chocolate?' But that's  really not the case. I've got salad 
and  vegetables in my shopping trolley but there's 
always some chocolate in there, too. I do most of the 
cooking at home. On the morning  of  a  competition, 
I get so nervous I feel really sick. I have to force my-
self to have something so I'll have enough energy to 
perform well. Sometimes I get those days where I don't 
want to be so disciplined. You think: 'I've  trained  rea-
lly  hard,  I deserve to have a pizza.' It's OK to have a 
little relapse every now and then but I can't do it every 
day or I'd be rolling round the track!

For a gymnast, a kilo can make all the difference. But if 
you don't eat enough you'll be  a  bit shaky and weak. 
It's all about eating the right amount, at the right time 
- two hours before you do anything. Breakfast is fruit 
and if I'm a bit peckish, wholewheat toast and butter! I 
get to training for 12 pm, then break after three hours 
for  lunch  - more  fruit,  a  cheese  and  tomato
sandwich. I'm back in the gym from 5 pm to 8 pm,
then I go to my Mum's for steak and vegetables or 
chicken and salad. I don't tend to mix carbs with meat 
late at night. I'm not the best cook, but I think it's fun 
to do. I know how to make chicken from my mum's 
recipe, it just takes me a bit longer to get organised.

It's definitely possible to eat delicious food and be a 
professional swimmer. I've always loved food so I'm 
not going to be obsessive because you can get what 
you need and  still  enjoy every bite. I'm not really one 
for endless protein shakes and energy drinks. Before 
a training session I'd rather have a banana. That's not 
to say I'm perfect. At the world championships I got 
my feeding strategy wrong - and I paid for it. For my 
sport it's what you eat two days before the competition 
that makes the difference. You have to 'carb load' - eat 
piles of rice or pasta - and I didn't. I was leading for a 
long way but I ended up I l'h. My biggest indulgence 
is pastry. And I love baking. I train for 33 hours a week 
so in my time off I need to rest, and spending time in 
the kitchen is perfect. Swimming is my biggest passion 
but baking comes a close second.

SPORTS DIETS
Four athletes talk about what they eat.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Mark

Stefan

Guy

Tomas

Which athlete
enjoys cooking but finds the planning difficult?   1 ...................
has to carry food with him when training?    2 ...................
doesn't find it easy to eat before an event?    3 ...................
uses cooking as a way to relax?      4 ...................
sometimes allows himself certain food as a reward?   5 ...................
has seen a change in the diet of sports people?    6 ...................
once made the wrong decision about the food he ate?   7 ...................
says that people are unaware of what he actually eats?   8 ...................
says knowing what and when to eat is critical?    9 ...................
has had to change his diet with a change of sport?   10 .................
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PHRASAL VERBS

VOCABULARY

LAY OFF   CARRY OUT   SLACK OFF
despedir    llevar a cabo   holgazanear

TAKE ON   STAND IN FOR/FILL IN GET THROUGH TO 
contratar (personal)  sustituir (algn.)   comunicarse con algn. 

BURN OUT    BACK UP   JOT DOWN 
agotarse   hacer copia de seguridad anotar

Why do companies lay people off?
What kind of tasks do you carry out in the mornings?
What do companies do when business is slacking off?
What kind of industries are taking on people at the moment?
Why do teachers sometimes stand in for other teachers?
Is it easy to get through to your mobile phone service provider?
How do companies burn their staff out?
What kind of things should you always back up?
What kind of things do people jot down at meetings?

LESSON 9

Work like a charm
What is the average salary in your country?
What is the weekly wage for a factory worker?
How many people do you think are on the payroll in 
Zara?
When do companies give bonuses to their employees?
For what reasons do people ask for a rise?
Do employees get paid extra when they do overtime?
What are the advantages of being self-employed?
What sort of people work shifts?
How many hours is a full-time job?
What kind of part-time jobs do people do?
Do apprentices earn as much as qualified workers?
Why do people resign?
What is unemployment benefit?
What percentage of your salary do you receive when you 
are on the dole?
Are you entitled to the Dole if you resign?

SALARY   WAGE
salario    paga

ON THE PAYROLL  BONUS
en nomina   plus 

RISE/RAISE   OVERTIME
aumento de sueldo  horas extras

SELF-EMPLOYED  SHIFT
autónomo   turno

FULL-TIME   PART-TIME
jornada completa  media jornada

APPRENTICE   RESIGN
aprendiz   dimitir

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT DOLE (inf.) 
paro    paro
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Lighting a town

Example:
O A closed B contained C surrounded D shut

The Norwegian town of Rjukan lies along the floor of a narrow valley, (0) ......... by sheer mountains. Because of 
its location, the town, with its 3,400 (1) ........., has in the past lived in shadow for half the year. During the day, 
from late September to mid-March, the town gets no direct natural sunlight at all. Its residents all agreed this (2) 
......... that the town was incredibly depressing during the winter months.

However, that all changed in 2013 with the (3) ......... of a system of mirrors whose design Martin Anderson, an 
artist, had first (4) ......... up with some 12 years earlier. With financial (5)  ......... from the local government and 
from several prominent business people,  Anderson’s  idea became a (6) ......... . Today, high on the mountain 
opposite the town, (7) ......... three large solar- powered, computer-controlled mirrors (8) ......... the precise mo-
vement of the sun across the winter sky, reflecting its rays onto the town’s market square and flooding it in bright  
sunlight.

1 A totals  B populations C numbers D inhabitants
2 A meant  B explained C showed  D made
3 A ending  B conclusion C completion D result
4 A brought B come  C caught  D got
5 A budget  B cost  C expense  D investment
6 A reality  B truth  C principle D practicality
7 A find  B sit  C stay  D hold
8 A passing  B following C proceeding D continuing

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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Collocations and phrases
Do business with   hacer negocios con
To be on/off duty   (no) estar de guardia
To make an effort    hacer un esfuerzo
Reach an agreement   llegar a un acuerdo
Apply for a job   solicitar empleo
To be out of work   estar sin trabajo
To make an arrangement  hacer planes
Responsible for sth.   responsable de algo

Does your country do business with the United Kingdom?
How long are doctors on duty for?
Why is it important to make an effort at work?
When two countries can’t reach an agreement, what do they do?
Have you ever applied for a job in a different country?
What percentage of the working population is out of work at present?
Have you made any arrangements for this weekend?
What is the President of a company responsible for?

The Homing Instinct

Example: 0 To

The homing instinct is what makes certain animals, birds and fish return (0) ......... the place they consider home. 
Cats often have this instinct. It was particularly strong in an American cat called Ninja, which disappeared 
shortly (9) ......... its owners had taken it to their new home; a year later the cat turned up at its old home even 
(10) ......... this was 1,360 kilometres away from (11) ......... its owners were now living. Other cats may not 
travel so far but many (12) ......... on going back to their old home. Pilsbury, an English cat, made a 13-kilometre 
journey back to its former home 40 times in spite of having to cross several busy roads to (13) ......... so.
Pigeons also have the homing instinct and, ever (14) ......... ancient times, human beings have used them to carry 
messages back home. However, cat owners, (15) ......... have to keep returning to their old address in (16) ......... 
to bring their cat home, tend to find the homing instinct simply irritating rather than useful or interesting!

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 
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VOCABULARY Can you think of a president that quit?
Are you a zealous supporter of any football team?
What kind of people do you feel sympathetic to?
What is a reliable person?
Would you lend an untrustworthy person your phone?
Who is the most likeable person in your family?
What sometimes happens when you are absent minded?
Do bossy people tend to have a lot of friends?
Do you think a cheeky attitude will help you in a job 
interview?
What kind of jobs do you consider dull?
Are you ever forgetful?
What time of day do you feel most moody?
Why does procrastination cost businesses money?
Who do selfish people think about most?

QUIT    ZEALOUS
dejar (puesto de trabajo..) entusiasta

SYMPATHETIC   RELIABLE
compasivo   fiable 

TRUSTWORTHY  LIKEABLE
de fiar    simpático

ABSENT MINDED  BOSSY
despistado   mandón

CHEEKY   DULL
cara dura   aburrido

FORGETFUL   MOODY
olvidadizo   mal humorado

PROCRASTINATE  SELFISH 
dejar para después  egoísta

It was warm, round, had a (1) ......... view of a lake and appears to have been occupied 

for several hundred years. Welcome  to  the oldest house in the UK, which was  found  

with  other  fascinating relics (2) ......... at a site in North Yorkshire. These remains are 

transforming our (3) ......... of how Britain’s earliest inhabitants lived.

The structure was 3.5 metres in (4) ......... and was supported by a circle of wooden posts. 

Dark, decayed matter at the centre of the ruin suggests the possibility of a roof entirely 

made of grasses. (5) ......... of the remains by scientists revealed  that  the  building  stood  

in 8,500 BC. It was (6) ......... thought that  people living  in  Britain at this time were 

nomadic with no fixed  homes.  But the  (7)  ......... of the oldest known house provides 

clear (8) ......... that some of these people built large permanent structures. Researchers of 

the site, however, are (9) ......... about how long the house will remain the ‘oldest’ in the 

UK, because new finds are being made all the time.

 

FANTASY

NEAR

KNOW

WIDE

INVESTIGATE

ORIGIN

DISCOVER

EVIDENT 

SURE

The Oldest House In Britain

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 
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You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For questions 1-8, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

1.  You hear two friends talking about a laptop computer.
 What is the woman doing?
 A persuading her friend to buy one like it
 B  offering to lend it to her friend
 C  explaining why she needed a new one
2. You hear two students talking about a play they have just seen.
 What do they agree was good about it?
 A    the script 
 B   the set
 C  the actors
3. You hear two people talking about a friend.
 What do they agree about him?
 A He's very helpful.
 B He's easy to get to know.
 C He rarely complains about anything.
4. You hear a lecturer talking to some of his students about their history project.
 What is he doing?
 A encouraging them to ask questions about it
 B recommending some books that will help with it
 C advising them on how to organise their time
5 You hear two TV sports presenters talking about their work
 What do they agree about sports presenters?
 A they're generally more effective when using a script.
 B they have to be able to relate well to their audience.
 C they should adopt an attitude that isn't too serious.
6 You hear a woman taling about a radio programme.
 What does she say about the programme?
 A  It provided her with a lot of useful information.
 B  It was more interesting than she had expexted.
 C  It made her want to find out about a place.
7 You hear two music students talking about an assignment they have to do.
 What are they both unsure about?
 A what to include in the piece of writing
 B how to organise the writing
 C what kind of music they should perform
8 You hear a writer talking about a book she wrote which has been turned into a film.
 How does the writer feel about the film director?
 A She thinks he has made a good film.
 B She is upset because her opinion was ignored.

 C She found him easy to work with.

EXAM:  Listening part 1.
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WORD FORMATION

Do applicants have to answer personal questions during interviews?
How do interviewees feel before an interview?
How efficient are you at organising your work?
Did you ever object to doing what you teachers asked you to do?
Do you feel at ease when you have to speak in public?
Do you have an objective opinion about smoking in public places?

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

apply application
applicant

applicable applicability

interview interviewer
interviewee
efficiency efficient efficiently

object objection objective objectively

ease ease easy easily

Grammar: It's time...
We can use the construction: It's time + infinitive to refer to the speaker and the listener in a present situation.

Ex. It's time to go (you and me)

If we want to specify the subject of the main verb we use the construction: It's time + subject + Past Simple

Ex. It's time you went home

We commonly add the words 'high'  or 'about' to give more emphasis to the sentence.

Ex. It's about time you said something constructive 

Don't you think it's about time we did something about all the plastic in the sea?

I think it's high time fast food restaurants starting warning people of the effects of their food. Do you agree?

Don't you think it's about time cars flew?

I think it's high time citizens of the Earth had a flag to represent us as a united planet. Do you agree?

Don't you think it is about time schools focused more on developing people's characters than academic abilities?

Don't you agree it's high time people started using social media more for educational purposes?
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VOCABULARY
Do you like it when the smell of coffee lingers in a room?
How much notice do you have to give an employer 
before leaving?
Are you entitled to unemployment benefit if you leave a 
company of your own accord?
What amenities are in the vicinity of your dwelling?
What sort of things do politicians assure potential voters?
In what sort of places do you see people loitering?
 - Is it legal?
What major changes have you witnessed in your lifetime 
with regards to human evolution?
Are you the kind of person who goes to the doctor with a 
minor illness such as a sore throat?
Do you think occupational stress is a major cause of 
illness?
 - What can be done about it?
Which trades are in danger of being eradicated by 
automation?
What are the advantages of being a skilled worker?
Why is continuous training an important part of an 
occupation?
What is considered 'overtime'?
How often do people receive a payslip?
 - What does it say?

LINGER   NOTICE
quedarse merodiando  preaviso

ENTITLED   VICINITY
con derecho a    inmediaciones 

ASSURE   LOITER
asegurar (prometer)  vaguear   

MAJOR   MINOR
importante   menor

OCCUPATIONAL  TRADE
laboral    oficio / comerciar

SKILLED   TRAINING
cualificado   formación

OVERTIME   PAYSLIP 
horas extras   nómina
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1. You should not think that the accident was your fault.
BLAME

 It would be wrong ……...........................…………...........................…… for the accident.
2. I am sure Maria finds reading interesting because she has lots of books.
MUST

 Maria ……...........................…………...........................…… read because she has lots of books.
3. I hope you were not discouraged by Sandra from going to the concert.
PUT

 I hope Sandra ……...........................…………...........................…… going to the concert.
4.  I have been to this restaurant three times now.
TIME

 This ……...........................…………...........................…… I have been to this restaurant now.
5. I am so exhausted that I won’t be able to go out tonight.
TOO

 I ……...........................…………...........................…… go out tonight.
6. The runners had a difficult time competing in the race.
PART

The runners who ……...........................…………...........................…… the race had  a  difficult time.
7.  Do you know when the race is being held next year?
PLACE

 When ……...........................…………...........................…… next year?
8. This party has gone on too long, I think everyone should go home
ABOUT

 This party has gone on too long. It's ……...........................…………...........................…… home.

9. ‘Are you waiting to be served?’ said the waitress to me.
ASKED

 The waitress ……...........................…………...........................…… waiting to be served.
10. Buying those jeans was not a sensible thing for me to do yesterday.
ONLY

 If ……...........................…………...........................…… those jeans yesterday.
11. The owner established the company in 2001.
UP

 The company ……...........................………….......................... the owner in  2001.
12. We booked seats but it was not necessary because there was plenty of room.
BOOKED

 We ……...........................…………...........................…… seats because there was plenty  of room.

EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 
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Grammar: As if / though
We can use the construction subject + verb + as if/though + subject + verb to describe:

• An unreal or improbable situation if it is followed by an unreal tense (Past Subjunctive or Past Perfect             
Subjunctive)

Present situation:

Ex. He behaves as if he were the boss (he isn't the boss - unreal)

Past situation:

Ex. She looked as if she had seen a ghost (she hadn't seen a ghost - unreal)

• A true perception of someone or a situation with any tense.

Ex. I feel as if I have fever coming on (that is my real perception)

Ex. You look as though you have been working really hard today (that is my real perception)

We normally use this construction with sense verbs: look / seem / feel / taste / sounds...

In informal English, you might see or hear people substitute as if/though for 'like' although this is grammatically 
incorrect when followed by a subject and verb.

Ex. I felt like I was going to faint. (I felt as if I was going to faint is considered grammatically incorrect)
Ex. It looks like rain today. (this sentence is correct as 'like' is followed by a noun not subject + verb) 

Do you feel as if you need a holiday?

Why do some people behave as if they were superior to others?

Do new clothes make you feel as though you were a different person?

Does it look as if it is going to rain today?

Does your life sometimes feel as if it monotonous?

Do you ever have dark eyes as though you hadn't slept well the night before?

Why do some people behave as if they were rich?

Do you know anyone who acts as if they were only interested in themselves?
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• If you could change anything about your life, what would you change?

• Many people say life is too busy these days. Why do you think they say this?

• Many people seem to want to become famous these days. Why do think this is?

• Is it important to enjoy your job or do you think it is enough to be paid well?

• How important is it to go on holiday every year?

• Some people say we don’t spend enough time talking to each other these days. What do you think?

EXAM: Writing part 1 (compulsory question) - Essay.
In your English class, you have been talking about learning history at school. 
Now, your English teacher has asked you to write an essay.

Write an essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view. 

'We should do everything we can to save animals which are 
in danger of
disappearing from our planet.' 

• Do you agee?

Notes
Write about:

1.  the kind of animals which are in danger

2. the reasons for protecting these animals
3. ... (your own idea)

EXAM:  Speaking part 4. - Collaborative Task
In this part you have to practise exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/
or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, evaluating and reaching a decision through negotiation
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PHRASAL VERBS

VOCABULARY

GO IN FOR   JOIN IN   TAKE PART IN
apuntarse (competición)   participar/apuntarse  participar

KNOCK OUT   PULL OUT   PUT OFF 
dejar (incons. o fuera del juego) retirarse (juego)   posponer  
 
TAKE UP    GIVE UP   GO OFF 
empezar una actividad  dejar una actividad/habitos dejar de gustar algo

What was the last thing you went in for?
When you see people dancing at a party, do you usually join in?
Have you ever taken part in a charity event?
Do you remember who knocked your team out of the last World Cup?
What are the three ways of winning a boxing match?
Why do sportspeople pull out of competitions?
What kind of things can put off sporting events?
When was the last time you took up something new?
Is there anything you would like to give up?
Are there any sports you used to like when you were younger but have gone off since then?

LESSON 10

Emotion in motion
Do you support your home team?
 - Do they usually get beaten?
What would the score be if your city’s team played 
against Real Madrid?
How many spectators does a football stadium hold?
How many viewers do reality shows have in your 
country?
 - Why are they so popular?
Where does the umpire of a tennis match sit?
What colour shirts do referees usually wear?
In which sports do you use a bat?
What’s the difference between a golf club and a hockey 
stick?
How long is a fishing rod?
 - What else do you need to go fishing?
Do amateur photographers get paid?
When two teams draw in the World Cup, what happens?
Do you think  a game that ends with a nil nil draw 
would be exhilarating?
How long is a football pitch?
Have you ever been on an ice-rink?

BEAT    SCORE
vencer    marcador

SPECTATOR   VIEWER
espectador/a   espectador (t.v) 

UMPIRE   REFEREE 
árbitro (de silla..tennis)  árbitro

BAT    STICK
bate    palo

ROD    AMATEUR 
caña (pescar)   aficionado

DRAW    NIL
empate    cero

PITCH    RINK 
campo (fútbol)   pista de hielo
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The importance of science

Example:
0 A  open   B  think    C  find    D  look

The aim of science is to (0) ......... out how the world and everything in it, and beyond it, works. Some people, 

though, (1) ......... that much of what is done in the name of science is a waste of time and money. What is the   

(2) ......... in investigating how atoms behave or in studying stars billions of kilometres away? Science, they argue, is 

of (3) ......... only if it has some practical use.

When the Scottish scientist James Clerk Maxwell (4) ......... experiments with electricity and magnetism in the 

late  19th  century,  he had no particular end in (5)  ......... and was certainly not (6) ......... to make money; he was 

simply trying to reveal more about how the world works. And yet his work laid the (7) ......... for our modern way 

of life. Computers, the internet, satellites, mobile phones, televisions, medical scanners all owe their existence to 

the fact that a scientist (8) ......... the need to understand the world a little better.

1 A claim  B demand C tell  D review

2 A basis  B cause  C point  D sake

3 A gain  B profit  C advantage D value

4 A brought on B carried out C pulled out D set off

5 A plan  B idea  C mind  D thought

6 A reaching B aiming  C targeting D designing

7 A sources  B origins  C structures D foundations

8 A held  B felt  C chose  D used

EXAM:  Reading part 1 - Multiple-choice cloze
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Why is it important to always do your best?
Have you ever had the chance to study abroad?
What are the chances of you taking up a martial art?
What sport would you like to have a go at?
How much leisure time do you have?
 - How do you fill your leisure time?
In what kind of games do you take turns to play?
What sort of errands do you have to run on a weekly basis?
Why shouldn't you hold a grudge against someone?

Food preservation

Example: 0 of

Keeping food for long periods (0) ......... time was historically a huge problem. This proved especially cru-

cial    (1) ......... times when agricultural production (2) ......... severely limited by weather or crop failure. People 

commonly used ice to keep food fresh but, of (3) ......... , ice itself melts relatively quickly. In 1859 an American, 

John Mason, invented a glass jar with a metal screw-on lid, creating a perfect seal and making (4) ......... possible 

to preserve food that would previously not have remained edible. Mason’s jar is still (5) ......... use throughout the 

world.

An even (6) ......... successful method for keeping food by canning it in 

metal containers was perfected between 1870 (7) ......... 1920 by English-

man Bryan Donkin. This preserved food beautifully, though the early iron 

cans were expensive, heavy and difficult to open. A breakthrough came in 

the 1880s with the development of lighter materials (8) ......... also enabled 

mass production of cans.

Collocations and phrases
Do your best    hacer lo mejor possible
Have the chance to do sth.  tener la oportunidad de hacer algo
The chances of doing sth.  las posibilidades de hacer algo
Have a go at sth.   probar algo (deporte..)
Leisure time    tiempo de ocio
Take turns    tomar turnos
Run an errand   hacer un mandado
hold/bear a grudge against sb.  guardar rencor

EXAM: Reading part 2  - Open cloze text 
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   Go      Do      Play             
riding   aerobics  badminton
jogging   gymnastics  table-tennis
hiking   taekwondo  football
fishing   judo   basketball
sailing   karate   chess
windsurfing  kung-fu  cricket
skiing   ballet   board games
snowboarding  exercise   snooker
swimming  yoga   hockey
dancing  athletics  baseball
skating   archery   rugby
cycling   a crossword puzzle volleyball
running  tai chi   squash

Have you ever played squash?
Do you ever do exercise?
Where can people go sailing around here?
Where do people do Tai Chi in public places?
Can you play snooker?
Are there nice places to go jogging near here?
Did you do gymnastics at school?
Who taught you how to play chess?
What is doing yoga good for?
Is riding and expensive sport?
Do you like going dancing at the weekends?
Have you ever done judo?
What sports are only played in your country?
Do you ever play board games with the family?
Have you ever gone fishing (at night)?

Enjoying Travel

EXAM: Reading part 3 - word formation 

I always enjoy travelling, (1) ......... when it means visiting other countries. One of 

the clearest memories from my childhood is of going to  Disneyworld.  Some  people  

disapprove  of  the  place but I loved it as a child and found it just as (2) ......... when I 

returned years later as an adult.

I am (3) ......... that my work involves a lot of travel. The two places I visit most often are 

Barcelona and New York. I like both, but there is a tremendous (4) ......... between them. 

Barcelona is relaxed and overflowing with culture. New York, though, is bustling and 

full of (5) ......... . When I’m there I’m constantly looking upwards, overwhelmed by the     

(6) ......... of the buildings. 

It is quite (7) ......... anywhere else I’ve ever been. I  went to Tokyo last  year and  found   

it   absolutely   fascinating. However, my  top  (8)  ......... for  a  city  break  has  to  be 

Toronto;  it is visually  (9)  ......... and I’ve had  some  of  the  best  meals  l’ve ever eaten 

there.

PARTICULAR

ENJOY

FORTUNE

DIFFERENT

EXCITE

HIGH

LIKE

CHOOSE

SPECTACLE
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You will hear a woman called Gina Purvis who is a pilot for a commercial airline, talking about her job.
For questions 1 to 10 complete the sentences with a word or short phrase.

Sky High

Gina disliked her first job as a  1.

The airline that Gina works for insists on at least  2.
             hours of flying experience from their captains.

Gina says that because her husband is a   3. 
       he is tolerant of her job.

The 'Notices to Pilots' provides information about any  4.
         that are experiencing problems.

Gina says that if she has extra  5.                  she will need more fuel
            for her flight.

Gina explains that many of the pilots she works with did a degree in 
   6.             at university.

Gina says that all the  7.                must be within reach of the two   
          pilots in the cockpit.

The pilots look at a   8.              to check if anyone is standing at the  
           cockpit entrance.

Gina gets information from a  9.          about any small problems  
            on the plane.

Gina says what she really appreciates is a  10.       flight.

EXAM:  Listening part 2.
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VOCABULARY

WORD FORMATION

How many competitors do you think can take part in the London Marathon?
Do you think skiiers who live in countries with snow all year round have a competitive advantage?
Can you think of an imaginative way to foster sport in large cities?
What sort of things do animal activists fight for?
When was the last time you received an unexpected phone call?
Did your parents used to give you a weekly allowance?
Do you actively take part in any festivals?

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB

compete competition
competitor

competitive competitively

imagine imagination (un)imaginative (un)imaginatively

activate activity
activist

active actively

expect expectations (un)expected (un)expectedly

allow allowance allowed allowable

Do you always endeavour to do your homework on 
time?
What is the right demeanor when you lose at a game?
When do large crowds gather in the streets of your city?
Who is to blame when a football team loses, the players, 
the goalkeeper or the coach?
When do you dash around a supermarket?
If you fail an exam, is it your fault or your teacher’s fault?
Do you enjoy strolling through the streets of your town?
What kind of animals take large strides?
How many strides are there in a kilometre if a stride is a 
metre?
Do you ever wander around your town?
What time do people usually go clubbing in your 
country?
Why do sportspeople rehearse the movements in their 
minds?
At what stage of your English studies will you be satisfied 
enough to stop learning?
How many members of the Titanic cast can you name?
What is the plot of The Lord Of The Rings?

ENDEAVOUR   DEMEANOR
esforzarze   conducta

CROWD   BLAME
multitúd    culpar 

DASH     FAULT   
correr/apresurarse  culpa
      
STROLL   STRIDE
paseo    zancada

WANDER   GO CLUBBING
vagabundear   ir de discotecas

REHEARSE   STAGE
ensayar    escenario/etapa

CAST    PLOT 
reparto    argumento
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Present    I’m sure he studies a lot  He must study a lot
    Perhaps he will study a lot  He may study a lot   

Present Continuous  I’m sure he is studying   He must be studying
    Perhaps he will be studying  He may/might be studying

Perfect    I’m sure he didn’t study  He can’t have studied
    I’m sure he hasn’t studied  He can’t have studied
    I’m sure he hadn’t studied  He can’t have studied

Perfect Continuous  Perhaps he was studying  He may have been studying
    Perhaps he has been studying  He may have been studying

Must/may/might - postive sentences    Can’t - negative sentences 
Must/may/might + have (been)- positive past tenses  Can’t have (been)- negative past tenses

Grammar: Logical Assumption
We use modal verbs to make logical assumptions or deductions. 
When we are sure about something we use:

Must - postive sentences 
Ex. Peter's car isn't outside, he must be at home (I am sure)

Can’t / Couldn't - negative sentences 
Ex. Jane can't be at work, she's ill (I am sure)

When there is a possibility we use:

May / Might - positive and negative sentences
Ex. They might be still at work (it's possible)

In the past we add 'have' to the modal verbs.

Must/may/might + have - positive past tenses  
Ex. Steven might have forgotten about the meeting (it's possible he forgot)

Can’t / couldn't have - negative past tenses
Ex. You can't have seen him yesterday, he's in England (it's impossible)

For continuous tenses, we use Modal Verb + be / have been + V -ing

Ex. Greg might be running in the park (present)
Ex. Sara must have been saving up for a long time to buy that car (past)

Make sentences for these situations:

Your friend arrives with a very red face.
Your father missed the train this morning.
The streets are wet when you wake up in the morning.
Peter failed his exam.
Nigel has lost weight and looks much better.
Jane didn't realise there was an exam today.
You haven't seen your friend at work for a few days.
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1. I’m sure she has given up smoking.
have She ...must  have given up ... smoking.
2 I’m sure she isn’t feeling sick now.
be She    ...................................................................................................................................  now.
3 Perhaps they were working for another company.
have They   .............................................................................................................. for another company.
4 Perhaps he will be on time.
be He     .....................................................................................................................................time.
5 Perhaps he was too ill to go to work today.
been He ................................................................................................... to go to work today.
6 I’m sure they informed the police about the robbery.
have They  ........................................................................................................... about the robbery.
7 Perhaps Harry will be driving this time tomorrow.
be Harry    ........................................................................................................................ tomorrow.
8 I’m sure he had warned the employees about the coming problems.
have He ............................ ..................................................................... about the coming problems.
9 I’m sure Jenny hasn’t been working there that long.
have Jenny ...............................................................................................................there that long.
10 Perhaps she was telling you the truth.
been She ............................................................................................................................ the truth.
11 Perhaps she’s been working hard.
been She  .................................................................................................................................. hard.
12 Perhaps she’ll come with us.
may She     ...................................................................................................................................... us.
13 I’m sure she hadn’t prepared her speech.
have She........................................................................................................................ her speech.
14 Perhaps he was asleep when we rang.
been He  .................................................................................................................... when we rang.
15 Perhaps he’ll be waiting when we get there.
may He .............................................................................................................when we get there.
16 I’m sure she didn’t know about it.
known  She  ........................................................................................................:.................... about it.
17 I’m certain it has stopped raining now.
have It  ........................................................................................................................... raining now.
18 It’s possible that Jane has left already.
have Jane  ............................................................................................................................ already.
19 I have no doubt that he was lying to you.
been He  .................................................................................................................................to  you.

EXAM: Reading part 4  - Key word transformations 
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VOCABULARY
When you undertake a complicated task, are you the 
kind of person who gives up easily?
How long is it before a murderer is released from prison?
How can you tell when a dog is guilty of doing 
something it shouldn’t have?
Why don’t culprits always admit to doing something 
wrong?
Is it polite to stare at people?
What could threaten the future well-being of our planet?
Would you be willing to come here on Saturday for some 
extra clases?
Do you regard your town as an ideal place to live?
Have you ever regretted refusing an offer?
How can the police prove criminals have committed a 
crime?
Are you keen on D.I.Y.?
 - Which shops cater for D.I.Y. enthusiasts?
Is it an offence to drip litter in this country?
What are the dangers of taking up pole vaulting?
Do people usually row backwards or forwards?

UNDERTAKE   RELEASE
emprender (proyecto)  soltar/salir merc.

GUILTY   CULPRIT
culpable   (el) culpable 

STARE     THREATEN  
mirar fijamente   amenazar
      
WILLING   REGARD
dispuesto   considerar

REFUSE   PROVE
rechazar   probar (legal)

D.I.Y  (DO IT YOURSELF)  OFFENCE  
bricolaje   delito

POLE VAULT   ROW 
salgo con pértiga  remar
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Write an answer to one of the questions 2-4 in this part. Write your answer in 140-190 words in an appropriate style on the separate 
answer sheet. Put the question number in the box at the top of the answer sheet.

2. You see this announcement on an English-language website.

ARTICLES WANTED

What are the moit important things for young children to learn?
How to make friends? Telling the truth? Or something else? Write us an article saying what things you think are important for young 

children to learn, and why?
The best articles will be posted on our website.

Write your article.

3. You recently saw this notice on an English-language website called Music Live.

Reviews Wanted!
 A concert I've been  to

Write us a review of a concert you've been to. It could be a pop, rock or classical concert. or one with a different type of music. Include 
information on the music, the place and the atmosphere.

The best reviews will be posted on the website next month.

Write your review.

4. A group of English students is coming to your college. 

Your English teacher has asked you to write a report on one local tourist attraction. In your report you should:

• describe the attraction

• say what you can do there

• explain why you think students would enjoy visiting it. 

Write your report.

EXAM:  Writing part 2 - Review, Article or report (choose 1)

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
FOR A GOOD CAUSE BY DEFAULT
por una buena causa por defecto

OUT OF REACH  IN MIND
fuera del alcance  en mente 

ON TRIAL   IN GEAR
de prueba   engranado

BY THE TIME  BY SIGHT
para cuando   de vista

Have you ever done something dangerous for a good 
cause?
Are you an outgoing kind of person by default?
What sort of things do you keep out of reach of 
children?
What do you have in mind for your next summer 
holiday?
Have you ever had a product on trial?
Why is it a good idea to leave a car in gear on a hill?

Repeat and finish these sentences:
By the time I am 20/30/40/50...
By the time it's Christmas...
By the time I speak English well...
What does it mean 'to know somebody by sight'?
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WORDS WITH PREPOSITIONS
ATTACHED TO   BEWARE OF    BET ON  
adjuntar a / apegado a   tener cuidado con   apostar a

CONFINE TO    EXPEL FROM    EXEMPT FROM
confinar a     expulsar de     exento de 

FLEE FROM    HOPELESS AT STH.   OPERATE ON SB.
huir de     malísimo en algo   operarle a alg.

QUARREL ABOUT   SPY ON SB.    TRIP OVER
discutir sobre algo   espiar a alg.     tropezarse

Do you get attached to animals easily?
What sort of things do you attach to emails?
What sort of places should you beware of late at night?
Have you ever bet on something?
 - Did you win?
What are the psychological effects of being confined to your house?
Why might a student get expelled from school?
 - Do you know of any cases?
How are some people exempt from school rules because of their religion?
How do the police stop people who try to flee from them?
Tell me something you are hopeless at?
 - Could you be better if you learnt?
Have you ever been operated on?
 - Was it a scary experience?
What sort of things to couples quarrel about?
How do companies like Google spy on us?
Have you ever tripped over in front of strangers?
 - How did you feel?
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time with 
family

educational
programmes

advertisements

other leisure 
activities

talking about
programmes
with friends

EXAM:  Speaking part 3. - Collaborative Task
In this part you have to practise exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/
or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, evaluating and reaching a decision through negotiation

Does television have a 
bad influence on young 

people's lives?

• How much television do you watch?
• Do you think people watch more or less T.V. nowadays? Why?
• How has television changed during your lifetime?
• How do you see television in the future?
• How can you benefit from watching television?
• Do you enjoy watching old black and white movies?

EXAM:  Speaking part 4. - Collaborative Task
In this part you have to practise exchanging ideas, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/
or disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, evaluating and reaching a decision through negotiation
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Grammar: Infinitives
Many times in English you have to use an infinitive. There are 4 infinitives in the active voice in English.

Present Infinitve to play For the Present and Future Simple
Present Continuous Infinitive to be playing For the Present and Future Continuous

Past Infinitive to have played Present Perfect, Past Simple, Past Perfect
Past Continuous Infinitive to have been playing Past Continuous, Present/Past Perfect Continuous

We use the infinitive structures after:
Appear or seem

Ex. He looks very tired. He appears to have been overworking lately.

Allow
Ex. He is playing football in his best shoes. He isn't allowed to be playing football in his best shoes.

Hope
Ex. He really wishes he has passed. He hopes to have passed.

The impersonal passive
Ex. People think he emigrated to Australia. He is thought to have emigrated to Australia.
Ex. People say he was living in London. He is said to be living in London.
Ex. People believe aliens landed in Roswell in 1947. Aliens are believed to have landed in Rosewell in 1947.

Be + likely
Ex. It is likely that they will win. They are likely to win.
Ex. It is likely that the workers left the door open. The workers are likely to have left the door open.
Ex. It is likely that he was studying most of the night. He is likely to have been studying most of the night.

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the infinitive:

1. I have looked everywhere but I appear .................................................... (lose) my glasses.

2. The accident is believed .................................................... (cause) by a fallen tree. 

3. The little cat seems .................................................... (be) very happy in its new home.

4. Although Rachel hopes .................................................... (accept) at university, she is still unsure.

5. Michael is late, he is likely .................................................... (forget) about the meeting, as always.

6. The bank robber is thought .................................................... (hide) all this time at his grandmother's house.

7. Are you allowed .................................................... (take) photos of all the paintings?

8. The car is filthy, my son is likely .................................................... (drive) across the fields where he works.

9. I hope .................................................... (study) in Madrid this time next month providing I pass the exam.

10. The team is said .................................................... (win) due to the extra training they have put in.


